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1. Introduction
1.1. The main results. Given a sufficiently smooth Sobolev-class bounded domain Ω Ď Rn and
forcing functions f and g in Ω together with boundary data given by either h or h on BΩ, we establish
the basic elliptic estimates for the vector elliptic system of Hodge-type:
curlv “ f in Ω ,
div v “ g in Ω ,
with boundary conditions given by either
v ¨N “ h or v ˆN “ h on BΩ ,
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whereN is the unit normal vector on BΩ. When the domain Ω is of class C k`1, elliptic estimates for
solutions v in Hk`1pΩq are now classical. We extend this well-known theory to the case of domains
Ω of Sobolev class Hk`1.
We first establish the following
Theorem 1.1. Let Ω Ď R3 be a bounded Hk`1-domain with k ą 3
2
. Given f , g P Hℓ´1pΩq with
div f “ 0, consider the equations
curl v “ f in Ω , (2a)
div v “ g in Ω . (2b)
(1) If f satisfies ż
Γ
f ¨N dS “ 0 for each connected component Γ of BΩ , (3)
and h P Hℓ´0.5pBΩq satisfies
ż
BΩ
h dS “
ż
Ω
g dx, then, for 1 ď ℓ ď k, there exists a solution
v P HℓpΩq to (2) with boundary condition
v ¨N “ h on BΩ , (4)
such that
}v}HℓpΩq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´1pΩq ` }h}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq
ı
.
The solution is unique if Ω is the disjoint union of simply connected open sets.
(2) If f satisfies (3) and f ¨ N “ divBΩh on BΩ (where divBΩ denotes the surface divergence
operator defined in Definition 2.4), h P Hℓ´0.5pBΩq satisfies h ¨N “ 0 as well asż
Σ
f ¨ n dS “
¿
BΣ
pNˆ hq ¨ dr if Σ Ď Ω has piecewise smooth boundary BΣ Ď BΩ
with unit normal n, compatible with the orientation of BΣ,
(5)
then, for 1 ď ℓ ď k, there exists a solution v P HℓpΩq to (2) with boundary condition
v ˆN “ h on BΩ , (6)
such that
}v}HℓpΩq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´1pΩq ` }h}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq
ı
.
The solution is unique if each connected component of Ω has a connected boundary.
Remark 1.2. To explain condition (3), let Ω be a connected bounded open set, and let tΓiuIi“0
denote the connected components of BΩ in which Γ0 is the boundary of the unbounded connected
component of ΩA. For each i “ 1, ..., I, let qi be the solution to
∆qi “ 0 in Ω , (7a)
qi “ δij on Γj . (7b)
Then if u satisfies curlu “ f in Ω for some divergence-free vector f , applying the divergence theorem
and then integrating-by-parts, shows thatż
Γi
f ¨NdS “
ż
Γi
pf ¨NqqidS “
ż
BΩ
pf ¨NqqidS “
ż
Ω
qidivf dx`
ż
Ω
f ¨∇qidx
“
ż
Ω
curlu ¨∇qidx “
ż
BΩ
pNˆ uq ¨∇qidS “
ż
BΩ
pNˆ uq ¨∇BΩqidS “ 0 .
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Therefore, for curlu “ f to be solvable, it is necessary thatż
Γi
f ¨N dS “ 0 @ i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Iu .
Then, an application of the divergence theorem, together with the fact that div f “ 0, shows thatż
Γ0
f ¨N dS “ 0. In other words, (3) is a necessary condition for the solvability of (2a). We will
show that it is also one of the sufficient conditions to solve (2) with the boundary conditions (4) or
(6).
The problem (2) with either boundary conditions (4) or (6) has been well studied. The charac-
terization of the kernel of both problems, the solvability conditions, and the existence theory has
been developed in a number of papers; see, for example, [1], [13], [14], [17], [6], [2], [15], [5], and the
references therein. The inequalities given in Theorem 1.1 are new for Sobolev-class domains.
Motivated by the analysis of the free-boundary problems which arise in inviscid fluid dynamics,
we next state a theorem which provides two fundamental elliptic estimates set on Sobolev-class
domains:
Theorem 1.3. Let Ω Ď Rn, n “ 2 or 3, be a bounded Hk`1-domain with k ą n
2
. Then there exists
a generic constant C depending on |BΩ|Hk`0.5 such that for all u P Hk`1pΩq,
}u}Hk`1pΩq ď C
”
}u}L2pΩq ` }curlu}HkpΩq ` }divu}HkpΩq ` }∇BΩu ¨N}Hk´0.5pBΩq
ı
, (8)
}u}Hk`1pΩq ď C
”
}u}L2pΩq ` }curlu}HkpΩq ` }divu}HkpΩq ` }∇BΩu ˆN}Hk´0.5pBΩq
ı
, (9)
where ∇BΩu is the tangential derivative on BΩ (defined in Definition 2.4).
Remark 1.4. The inequalities (8) and (9) play a fundamental role in the regularity theory of the
Euler equations with moving interfaces; see, for example, [10] for the incompressible setting and [11]
for the compressible problem with vacuum. The use of the norm }∇BΩu ¨N}Hk´0.5pBΩq rather than
}u ¨N}Hk`0.5pBΩq is crucial, as the regularity of the normal vector to field to BΩ is often worse than
the regularity of the velocity vector u.
On the other hand, if Ω is at least of class Hk`2 then the inequalities (8) and (9) can be replaced,
respectively, by
}u}Hk`1pΩq ď C
”
}u}L2pΩq ` }curlu}HkpΩq ` }divu}HkpΩq ` }u ¨N}Hk`0.5pBΩq
ı
(10)
}u}Hk`1pΩq ď C
”
}u}L2pΩq ` }curlu}HkpΩq ` }divu}HkpΩq ` }u ˆN}Hk`0.5pBΩq
ı
(11)
Remark 1.5. Recently, Amrouche & Seloula [5] established the inequalities (10) and (11) in the Lp
framework and for domains Ω of class C k`1; see Corollary 3.5 in [5]. Of course, in the case of a
C
k`1 domain Ω, the inequalities (8) and (9) follow immediately from (10) and (11), respectively.
When Ω is very close to a C8-domain, we can obtain these inequalities for fractional-order Sobolev
spaces, as in the following
Theorem 1.6. Let Ω Ď Rn, n “ 2 or 3, be a bounded Hs`1-domain with s P R such that s ą n
2
,
and let D denote a C8-domain such that the distance between BD and BΩ in the Hs`0.5-norm is
less than ǫ for 0 ă ǫ ! 1. Then there exists a generic constant C depending only on |BD|Hs`0.5 ,
such that for all u P Hs`1pΩq,
}u}Hs`1pΩq ď C
”
}u}L2pΩq ` }curlu}HspΩq ` }divu}HspΩq ` }∇BΩu ¨N}Hs´0.5pBΩq
ı
, (12)
}u}Hs`1pΩq ď C
”
}u}L2pΩq ` }curlu}HspΩq ` }divu}HspΩq ` }∇BΩu ˆN}Hs´0.5pBΩq
ı
, (13)
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where ∇BΩu is the tangential derivative on BΩ.
The inequalities (12) and (13) set in fractional-order Sobolev spaces are fundamental to the
analysis of Euler-type free-boundary problems. We remark that BΩ is assumed to be in a small
tubular neighborhood of the normal bundle over BD; hence, there is height function hpx, tq such
that each point on BΩ is given by x ` hpxqnpxq, x P BD, where n is the outward-pointing unit
normal to BD. The assumption that the distance between BD and BΩ in the Hs`0.5-norm is less
than ǫ ! 1 means that we assume that }h}Hs`0.5pBDq ă ǫ ! 1
1.2. Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce our notation as well as a number of ele-
mentary technical lemmas, whose proofs we include (for completeness) in Appendix A. Section 3 is
devoted to the analysis of the vector-valued elliptic system (31a) with mixed-type boundary condi-
tions (31b) and (31c), which is fundamental to the proof of our two main theorems; in particular,
we prove Theorem 3.6 which establishes the elliptic estimate for (31) when the coefficients are of
Sobolev-class. As a corollary to this theorem, we state in Corollary 3.8 the basic elliptic estimates
for both the Dirichlet and Neumann problems, again with Sobolev class regularity. Finally, for co-
efficients which are close to the identity, we give an improved estimate in Theorem 3.9 for solutions
to (31), which is linear in the highest derivatives of the coefficient matrix. This latter theorem is
essential for estimates in fractional-order Sobolev spaces via linear interpolation.
In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.3, using the elliptic regularity theory developed for the elliptic
system (31). Then, in Section 5, we prove Theorem 1.1. Our proof relies on some basic geometric
identities involving the mean curvature of BΩ, together with the elliptic regularity theory established
in Section 3. Finally, in Section 6, we prove Theorem 1.6.
1.3. A brief history of prior results. In addition to the recent work of Amrouche & Seloula
[5] noted above, there have been many other methods and results to study such elliptic systems
on smooth domains. The elliptic system (2) can be viewed as a particular example of the systems
studied by Agmon, Douglis & Nirenberg [1], wherein both Schauder-type estimates and Lp-estimates
can be found.
In [19], von Wahl proved that if the normal or the tangential trace of a vector field vanishes, and
for bounded or unbounded Ω, the inequality }∇u}LppΩq ď C
`}divu}LppΩq`}curlu}LppΩqq holds when
the first Betti number or the second Betti number, respectively, is equal to zero.
Vector potentials and the characterization of the kernel of problem (2) with boundary conditions
(4) or (6) have been obtained by Foias & Temam [13], Georgescu [14], Bendali, Domı´nguez, & Gallic
[6], Amrouche, Bernardi, Dauge & Girault [2], and Amrouche, Ciarlet & Ciarlet Jr. [3].
Amrouche & Girault [4] derived the Lp-regularity theory of the steady Stokes equation by estab-
lishing the equivalency between the Sobolev space Wm,r and the direct sum of Wm,r by divergence-
free vector fields and the gradients of Wm`1,r functions.
Schwarz [18], studied the Hodge decomposition on manifolds with boundaries and showed that
a differential k-forms can be written as the sum of an exact form, a coexact form, and a harmonic
form.
Bolik & von Wahl [7] derived C α-estimates of the gradient of a vector field whose curl, divergence,
and normal or tangential traces are prescribed. Mitrea, Mitrea & Pipher [16] studied the vector
potential theory on non-smooth domains in R3 with applications to electromagnetic scattering.
Buffa and Ciarlet Jr. [8] and [9] established the Hodge decomposition of tangential vector fields
defined on polyhedron domains, and studied the tangential trace and tangential components of
vectors belonging to the space Hpcurl,Ωq :“  u P L2pΩ;R3q ˇˇ curlu P L2pΩ;R3q(.
In [15], Kozono and Yanagisawa proved the decomposition of a divergence-free vector-field as the
sum of the curl of a vector-field and a vector-field which is solenoidal, irrotational and has zero
normal trace.
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2. Notation and Preliminary Results
The Einstein summation convention is used throughout the paper. In particular, repeated Latin
indices are summed from 1 to n, and repeated Greek indices are summed from 1 to n´1. For example,
figi “
nř
i“1
figi and fαgα “
n´1ř
i“1
fαgα. The gradient operator is denoted by ∇ “ pB 1 , ... , Bnq. Below,
we shall also define various tangential derivative operators.
2.1. C k-domain. We recall that a domain Ω Ď Rn is said to be of class C r if BΩ is an pn ´ 1q-
dimensional C r-manifold; that is, there exists an open cover tUmuKm“1 Ď Rn of BΩ and a collection
of C r-maps tφmuKm“1 such that for each 1 ď m ď K,
φm : Um X BΩÑ Vm Ď Rn´1
is one-to-one, onto, and has a C r-inverse map for some open subset Vm of R
n´1. For practical point
of view, we have the following
Proposition 2.1. Let Ω Ď Rn be a C k-domain for some k P N, and ε ą 0 be given. Then there
exists a collection of open sets tUmuKm“0 with each Um Ď Rn , a collection of C k-maps tϑmuKm“1,
and positive numbers trmuKm“1 such that
Ω Ď
Kď
m“0
Um and BΩ Ď
Kď
m“1
Um ,
and for each 1 ď m ď K,
1. ϑm : Bp0, rmq Ñ Um is a C k-diffeomorphism;
2. ϑm : Bp0, rmq X tyn “ 0u Ñ Um X BΩ;
3. ϑm : B
`
m ” Bp0, rmq X tyn ą 0u Ñ Um X Ω;
4. detp∇ϑmq “ 1;
5. }∇ϑm ´ Id}L8pBp0,rmqq ď ε.
The proof of this proposition is given in A.
2.2. Hs-domain. In order to make our presentation self-contained, in this section, we collect a
number of useful technical lemmas. These lemmas are well-known when the domains are smooth,
but we shall need these basic results for Sobolev class domains. The proofs will be collected in
Appendix A. For the remainder of this section, when not explicitly stated, s will denote a real
number, while 0 ď k, ℓ will denote integers. We use the term domain to mean an open connected
subset of Rn.
Definition 2.2. Let Ω Ď Rn be a bounded domain, and s ą n
2
` 1 be a real number. Ω is said to
be an Hs-domain, or of class Hs, if there exists a bounded C8-domain O and a map ψ such that
ψ : OÑ Ω is an Hs-diffeomorphism; that is,
(1) ψ : OÑ Ω is continuous;
(2) ψ : OÑ Ω is one-to-one and onto, with differentiable inverse map ψ´1 : ΩÑ O;
(3) ψ : BOÑ BΩ is one-to-one and onto, with differentiable inverse map ψ´1 : BΩÑ BO;
(4) ψ P HspO;Ωq and ψ´1 P HspΩ;Oq.
By the trace theorem, ψ|BO P Hs´0.5pBO; BΩq and we shall often denote the value of this norm by
|BΩ|Hs´0.5 .
Definition 2.3. For s ą n
2
` 1, given a local chart pU , ϑq as defined in Proposition 2.1, the induced
metric in the local chart pU , ϑq is the p0, 2q-tensor gαβ given by
gαβ “ BϑByα ¨
Bϑ
Byβ ,
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and the induced second-fundamental form in a local chart pU , ϑq is the p0, 2q-tensor bαβ given by
bαβ “ ´ B
2ϑ
ByαByβ ¨ pN ˝ ϑ
´1q ,
where N is the outward-pointing unit normal to BΩ.
Definition 2.4 (Tangential gradient and surface divergence operators). For s ą n
2
` 1, let Ω Ď Rn
be a bounded Hs-domain. We let ∇BΩ denote the tangential gradient of a function on BΩ. If ϕ :
BΩÑ R is differentiable, then in local chart pU , ϑq, ∇BΩϕ is given by
p∇BΩϕq ˝ ϑ “ gαβ B pϕ ˝ ϑqByα
Bϑ
B yβ ,
where rgαβs is the inverse matrix of the induced metric rgαβs, and
! Bϑ
Byβ
)2
β“1
are tangent vectors to
BΩ.
We define the surface divergence operator divBΩ to be the formal adjoint of ´∇BΩ; if u is a tangent
vector field on BΩ so that u ¨N “ 0 on BΩ, then
´
ż
BΩ
u ¨∇BΩϕdS “
ż
BΩ
ϕdivBΩu dS @ϕ P H1pBΩq .
In a local chart pU , ϑq,
pdivBΩuq ˝ ϑ “ 1?
g
B
Byα
”?
ggαβ
`pu ˝ ϑq ¨ BϑByβ ˘ı ,
where g “ detpgq is the determinant of the induced metric rgαβs.
Definition 2.5 (Tangential projection of a vector field onto BΩ). With N denote the outward unit
normal vector field to BΩ and v : BΩÑ Rn, we define PNK : Rn Ñ Rn to be the tangential projection
operator given by
PNKpv q “ v ´ pv ¨NqN “
`
Id´NbN˘v . (14)
We will also write v for PNKpvq.
Definition 2.6 (Various tangential derivatives). We let u : BΩ Ñ Rn and w : BΩ Ñ Rn denote
vector-valued functions, and let w be given by (14).
1. ∇BΩwu denotes the directional derivatives of u in the direction w. In a local chart pU , ϑq,“
∇BΩ
w
u
‰ ˝ ϑ “ gαβ B pu ˝ ϑqByα BϑjByβ pwj ˝ ϑq “ gαβ” BϑB yβ ¨ pw ˝ ϑqıB pu ˝ ϑqByα .
2. ∇BΩu “ p∇BΩu1 , ... ,∇BΩunq, and ∇BΩu ¨w “
nř
i“1
wi p∇BΩu iq , so that ∇BΩu ¨w is a vector
in the tangent space of BΩ. In a local chart pU , ϑq,
p∇BΩu ¨wq ˝ ϑ “ gαβ B pu
j ˝ ϑq
Byα
Bϑi
B yβ pw
j ˝ ϑq “ gαβ
”B pu ˝ ϑq
Byα ¨ pw ˝ ϑq
ı Bϑi
B yβ .
The product rule holds:
∇BΩu ¨w “ ∇BΩpu ¨wq ´∇BΩw ¨ u .
3. ∇BΩu ˆw is defined to be the linear map satisfying (at each point of BΩ)
p∇BΩu ˆwqv “ p∇BΩv uq ˆ
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for all v P Rn. In a local chart pU , ϑq,
p∇BΩu ˆwqij ˝ ϑ “ εirsgαβ Bϑ
j
Byβ
B pur ˝ ϑq
Byα pw
s ˝ ϑq .
2.3. Basic inequalities. We now state some basic inequalities, that we use throughout the paper.
Proposition 2.7. For k ą n
2
and 0 ď ℓ ď k, let Ω Ď Rn be a bounded C8-domain. Then for all
σ P `0, 1
4
˘
, there exists a constant Cσ depending on σ such that for all f P HkpΩq and g P HℓpΩq,
ℓÿ
j“1
}∇jf∇ℓ´jg}L2pΩq ď Cσ}f}HkpΩq}g}Hℓ´σpΩq . (15)
Moreover, for some generic constant C ą 0,
}fg}HℓpΩq ď C}f}HkpΩq}g}HℓpΩq @ f P HkpΩq, g P HℓpΩq . (16)
Remark 2.8. Suppose that s ą n
2
and 0 ď r ď s for some real numbers r and s. Then there exists
a generic constant Cs ą 0 such that
}fg}HrpRnq ď Cs}f}HspRnq}g}HrpRnq @ f P HspRnq, g P HrpRnq . (17)
By the Sobolev extension argument, we also conclude that
}fg}HrpΩq ď Cs}f}HspΩq}g}HrpΩq @ f P HspΩq, g P HrpΩq (18)
if Ω is a bounded C8-domain.
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.7 since by Leibniz’s rule,
J∇ℓ, fKg “
ℓÿ
j“1
´ℓ
j
¯
∇jf∇ℓ´jg .
Corollary 2.9. Let Ω Ď Rn be a bounded C8-domain for some integer k ą n
2
.
1. Suppose that sptpgqĂĂΩ. Then for 0 ă σ ă 1
4
and 1 ď ℓ ď k` 1,››J∇ℓ, fKg››
L2pΩq
ď Cσ}f}Hmaxtk,ℓupΩq}g}Hℓ´σpΩq , (19)
where J∇ℓ, fKg “ ∇ℓpfgq ´ f∇ℓg.
2. Suppose that ζ is a smooth cut-off function such that
(a) sptpζq Ď U ;
(b) there exists a C8-diffeomorphism ϑ : Bp0, 1q Ñ U satisfying
(i) ϑ : B`p0, 1q ” Bp0, 1q X tyn ą 0u Ñ U X Ω;
(ii) ϑ : tyn “ 0u Ñ BΩ.
Define F “ pζfq ˝ ϑ and G “ pζgq ˝ ϑ. Then for 0 ă σ ă 1{4, 1 ď ℓ ď k` 1,››JB ℓ, F KG››
L2pB`p0,rqq
ď Cσ}f}Hmaxtk,ℓupΩq}g}Hℓ´σpΩq , (20)
where JB ℓ, F KG “ B ℓpFGq´FB ℓG and B “ pB y1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , B yn´1q denotes the tangential gradient.
The following two corollaries are direct consequences of Proposition 2.7, and are the foundation
of the study of inequalities on Hs-domains. The proof of these two corollaries can also be found in
Appendix A.
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Corollary 2.10. Let O Ď Rn be a bounded C8-domain, and ψ : O Ñ Ω Ď Rn be a Hk`1-
diffeomorphism for some integer k ą n
2
. If J “ detp∇ψq and A “ p∇ψq´1, then
}J}HkpOq ď C
`}∇ψ}HkpOq˘ , (21a)
}A}HkpOq ď C
`}1{J}L8pOq, }∇ψ}HkpOq˘ . (21b)
Corollary 2.11. Let O Ď Rn be a bounded C8-domain, and ψ : O Ñ Ω Ď Rn be an Hk`1-
diffeomorphism for some integer k ą n
2
. Then for all ℓ ď k` 1,
}f}HℓpΩq ď Cp}∇ψ}HkpOqq}f ˝ ψ}HℓpOq @ f P HℓpΩq , (22a)
}f ˝ ψ}HℓpOq ď Cp}∇ψ}HkpOqq}f}HℓpΩq @ f P HℓpΩq . (22b)
Remark 2.12. Note that Corollary 2.11 implies that the interpolation inequalities on a Sobolev class
domain are still valid if the domain is bounded and has Hk`1 regularity for some integer k ą n
2
. For
example,
}f}H0.5pΩq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q}f ˝ ψ}H0.5pOq ď Cp|BΩ}Hk`0.5q}f ˝ ψ}
1
2
L2pOq}f ˝ ψ}
1
2
H1pOq
ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q}f}
1
2
L2pΩq}f}
1
2
H1pΩq .
Similar arguments can be applied to prove the following theorem whose proof we omit.
Theorem 2.13. Let Ω Ď Rn be a bounded domain of class Hk`1 for some integer k ą n
2
. Then for
all σ P `0, 1
4
˘
, there exists constant Cσ depending on |BΩ|Hk`0.5 and σ such that for all 0 ď ℓ ď k`1,
f P Hmaxtk,ℓupΩq and g P HℓpΩq,
ℓÿ
j“1
}∇jf∇ℓ´jg}L2pΩq ď Cσ}f}Hmaxtk,ℓupΩq}g}Hℓ´σpΩq . (23)
Moreover, for some constant generic C depending on |BΩ|Hk`0.5 ,
}fg}HℓpΩq ď C}f}Hmaxtk,ℓupΩq}g}HℓpΩq @ f P Hmaxtk,ℓupΩq, g P HℓpΩq . (24)
By using Theorem 2.13, we can easily establish the following
Theorem 2.14. Let Ω Ď Rn be a bounded Hk`1-domain for some integer k ą n
2
. Then for each
integers ℓ P t0, 1u Y `n
2
, k` 1‰, there exists a generic constant C “ Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5q such that
}fg}HℓpΩq ď C
”
}f}L8pΩq}g}HℓpΩq ` }f}HℓpΩq}g}L8pΩq
ı
@ f, g P HℓpΩq X L8pΩq . (25)
2.4. Poincare´-type inequalities. We will make use of the following Poincare´-type inequalities,
whose proofs are similar to the proof of the standard Poincare´ inequality.
Lemma 2.15. Let Ω Ď R3 be a bounded smooth domain with outward-pointing unit normal N. We
set
H1τ pΩq ”
 
u : ΩÑ R3 ˇˇu P H1pΩq , uˆN “ 0 on BΩ( ,
H1npΩq ”
 
u : ΩÑ R3 ˇˇu P H1pΩq , u ¨N “ 0 on BΩ( .
Then
}u}L2pΩq ď C}∇u}L2pΩq @ u P H1τ pΩq , (26)
and
}u}L2pΩq ď C}∇u}L2pΩq @ u P H1npΩq . (27)
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2.5. Commutation with mollifiers. Our proof of elliptic regularity relies on a mollification pro-
cedure (rather than the use of difference quotients).
Definition 2.16 (Standard mollifiers). Let ηpxq “ C exp ` 1|x|2 ´ 1˘ for |x| ă 1 and η vanishes
outside the unit ball, where C is chosen so that }η}L1pRnq “ 1. The standard mollifier ηǫ is defined
by
ηǫpxq “ 1
ǫn
η
`x
ǫ
˘
.
We will make use of the following
Lemma 2.17. For f P W 1,8pΩq and g P L2pΩq with compact support, there is a generic constant
C independent of ǫ such that››∇`Jηǫ˙, fKg˘››L2pΩq “ ››∇“ηǫ ˙ pfgq ´ fηǫ ˙ g‰››L2pΩq
ď C}f}W 1,8pΩq}g}L2pΩq (28)
for all 0 ă ǫ ă min  dist`BΩ, sptpfq˘, dist`BΩ, sptpgq˘(.
Since we are dealing with problems on domains with boundaries, we make use of the horizontal
convolution-by-layers operator, introduced in [10]. We define the horizontal convolution-by-layers
operator Λǫ as follows:
Λǫfpxh, xnq “
ż
Rn´1
ρǫpxh ´ yhqfpyh, xnqdyh for fp¨, xnq P L1pRn´1q ,
where ρǫpxhq “ 1
ǫn´1
ρ
`xh
ǫ
˘
, and ρ P C80 pRn´1q is given by ρpxq “ C exp
ˆ
1
|x|2 ´ 1
˙
if |x| ă 1 and
ρpxq “ 0 if |xh| ě 1. The constant C is chosen so that
ż
Rn´1
ρ dx “ 1. It follows that for ǫ ą 0,
0 ď ρǫ P C80 pRn´1q with sptpρǫq Ă Bp0, ǫq. (Here, spt stands for support.)
It should be clear that Λǫ smooths functions defined on R
n along all horizontal subspaces, but does
not smooth functions in the vertical xn-direction. On the other hand, we can restrict the operator Λǫ
to act on functions f : Rn´1 Ñ R as well, in which case Λǫ becomes the usual mollification operator.
Associated to Λǫ, we need the following
Lemma 2.18. For f P W 1,8pRn`q and g P L2pRn`q, there is a generic constant C independent of ǫ
such that ››B`JΛǫ, fKg˘››L2pRn`q “ ››B “Λǫpfgq ´ fΛǫg‰››L2pRn`q ď C››f››W 1,8pRn`q››g››L2pRn`q (29)
for all ǫ ą 0.
2.6. The Piola Identity.
Lemma 2.19 (Piola identity). Let ψ : Ω Ď Rn Ñ Rn be a diffeomorphism, and raijsnˆn be the
cofactor matrix of ∇ψ. Then
B
Bxj aji “ 0. (30)
The proof can be found in [12].
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3. Vector-Valued Elliptic Equations
Let Ω Ď Rn denote a bounded domain whose regularity will be specified below. In this section,
we study a vector-valued elliptic equation
pLuqi “ u i ´ BBxj
´
ajk
Bu i
Bxk
¯
“ f i in Ω , (31a)
with special types of boundary conditions, where u “ pu1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , unq and f “ pf1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fnq are vector-
valued functions, and ajk is a two-tensor satisfying the positivity condition
ajkξjξk ě λ|ξ|2 @ ξ, η P Rn (32)
for some λ ą 0. Since u P Rn, n boundary conditions are needed to solve the system uniquely. We
consider a mixed-type boundary condition given by
u ¨w “ 0 on BΩ , p31bq
PwK
´
ajk
Bu
BxkNj ´ g
¯
“ 0 on BΩ , p31cq
where w is a uniformly continuous vector field defined in a neighborhood of BΩ which vanishes
nowhere on BΩ, N is the outward-pointing unit normal to BΩ, g is a vector-valued function defined
on BΩ, and PwK : Rn Ñ Rn is the projection map given by
PwKpv q “ v ´
pv ¨wq
|w|2 w “
`
Id´ w bw|w|2
˘
v . (33)
The condition (31b) specifies the component of the vector u in the direction of w, while the condition
(31c) specifies the n´ 1 components of the Neumann derivative ajk Bu
i
BxkNj.
Integration by parts with respect to xj leads to the following identity:
´
ż
Ω
B
Bxj
´
ajk
Bu i
Bxk
¯
ϕidx “
ż
Ω
ajk
Bu i
Bxk
Bϕi
Bxj dx´
ż
BΩ
ajk
Bu i
BxkNjϕ
idx
“
ż
Ω
ajk
Bu i
Bxk
Bϕi
Bxj dx´
ż
BΩ
”
g i ` ajk Bu
r
BxkNj
wrwi
|w|2
ı
ϕidx ,
which, in turn, motivates the following
Definition 3.1. Let V “  v P H1pΩq ˇˇ v ¨w “ 0 on BΩ(. A function u P V is called a weak solution
to (31) if
pu ,ϕqL2pΩq `
ż
Ω
ajk
Bu i
Bxk
Bϕi
Bxj dx “pf ,ϕqL2pΩq ` xg ,ϕyBΩ @ϕ P V , (34)
where x¨, ¨yBΩ denotes the duality pairing between distributions in H´ 12 pBΩq and functions in H 12 pBΩq.
With the help of the Lax-Milgram theorem it is easy to conclude the following
Theorem 3.2 (Weak solutions). Suppose that ajk P L8pΩq satisfies the positivity condition (32),
and w is a uniformly continuous vector field defined in a neighborhood of BΩ which vanishes nowhere
on BΩ. Then for all f P L2pΩq and g P H´0.5pBΩq, there exists a unique weak solution to (31) in
V, and the weak solution u satisfies
}u}H1pΩq ď C
”
}f }L2pΩq ` }g}H´0.5pBΩq
ı
. (35)
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Remark 3.3. Let u P H2pΩq X V be a weak solution to (31). Integrating by parts with respect to
xj, we find thatż
Ω
´
u
i ´ BBxj
`
a
jk Bu i
Bxk
˘´ f i¯ϕidx` ż
BΩ
`
a
jk Bu i
BxkNj ´ g
˘
ϕ
i
dS “ 0 @ϕ P V .
Since ϕ ¨w “ 0 on BΩ, the Neumann-type boundary condition (31c) is thus shown to hold.
We next establish the regularity theory for weak solutions satisfying (34).
Definition 3.4 (Partition-of-unity subordinate to an open cover). For a given collection of open
sets tUmuKm“1 Ď Rn, there exists a partition of unity tζmuKm“1 subordinate to tUmuKm“1 such that?
ζm P C8c pRnq for all 1 ď m ď K. In fact, if tξmuKm“1 is a smooth partition-of-unity subordinate
to tUmuKm“1, by defining tζmuKm“1 by
ζm “ ξ
2
mřK
j“1 ξ
2
j
,
then 0 ď ζm ď 1, sptpζmq Ď Um,
?
ζm P C8c pRnq for all 1 ď m ď K, and that
Kř
m“1
ζm “ 1.
3.1. The case that the coefficients ajk are of class C k. Now we study the regularity of the
weak solution u to (31) when the coefficients ajk are of Sobolev class Hk, k P N, and the domain Ω is
C k`1. To do so, we shall first establish this regularity result under the more restrictive assumption
that the coefficients ajk are in C kpΩq.
Theorem 3.5 (Regularity for the case that ajk P C kpΩq and Ω P C k`1). Suppose that for some
k P N, Ω Ď Rn is a bounded C k`1-domain, ajk P C kpΩq satisfies the positivity condition (32),
w is C k`1 in an open neighborhood of BΩ, and |w| ą 0 on BΩ. Then for all f P Hk´1pΩq and
g P Hk´0.5pBΩq, the weak solution u to (31) in fact belongs to Hk`1pΩq, and satisfies
}u}Hk`1pΩq ď C
”
}f }Hk´1pΩq ` }g}Hk´0.5pBΩq
ı
(36)
for some constant C depending on }a}C kpΩq, }w}C k`1pΩq and |BΩ|C k`1.
Proof. Our goal is to establish the regularity theory for weak solutions u P V to (36). We prove this
by induction and divide the proof into several steps as follows:
Step 1: (Interior regularity) Suppose that u P HℓpΩq for some 1 ď ℓ ď k. Let χ be a smooth
function with sptpχqĂĂΩ, and 0 ă ǫ ă distpsptpχq, BΩq. We define
ϕ “ p´1qℓχ“ηǫ˙∇2ℓ`ηǫ˙pχuq˘‰
with no summation over the index ℓ, and we let tηǫuǫą0 denote a sequence of standard mollifiers
given in Definition 2.16. We note that this choice of test function ϕ is in V , and can hence be used
in the variational formulation (34). First, we see that
pu ,ϕqL2pΩq “
››∇ℓηǫ˙pχuq››2L2pΩq . (37)
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Since convolution is self-adoint, the product rule shows thatż
Ω
ajk
Bu i
Bxk
Bϕi
Bxj dx “
ż
Ω
∇
“
ηǫ˙
`
ajk∇ℓ´1pχu iq,k
˘‰
∇ℓ
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq,j
‰
dx
`
ℓ´2ÿ
r“0
˜
ℓ´1
r
¸ ż
Ω
∇
“
ηǫ˙
`p∇ℓ´1´rajkq∇rpχu iq,k ˘‰∇ℓ“ηǫ˙pχu iq,j ‰dx
´
ż
Ω
∇ℓ
“
ηǫ˙
`
ajku iχ,k
˘‰
∇ℓ
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq,j
‰
dx
´
ż
Ω
∇ℓ´1
“
ηǫ˙
`
ajkχ,j u
i
,k
˘‰
∇ℓ`1
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq
‰
dx .
Using the commutator notation JA,BKf “ ApBfq ´BpAfq, the first term on the right-hand side of
the identity above can be rewritten asż
Ω
∇
“
ηǫ˙
`
ajk∇ℓ´1pχu iq,k
˘‰
∇ℓ
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq,j
‰
dx
“
ż
Ω
∇
“
ajkηǫ˙∇
ℓ´1pχu iq,k
‰
∇ℓ
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq,j
‰
dx
`
ż
Ω
“
∇
q
ηǫ˙, a
jk
y
∇ℓ´1pχu iq,k
‰
∇ℓ
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq,j
‰
dx
“
ż
Ω
ajk∇ℓ
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq,k
‰
∇ℓ
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq,j
‰
dx
`
ż
Ω
p∇ajkq∇ℓ´1“ηǫ˙pχu iq,k ‰∇ℓ“ηǫ˙pχu iq,j ‰dx
`
ż
Ω
“
∇
q
ηǫ˙, a
jk
y
∇
ℓ´1pχu iq,k
‰
∇
ℓ
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq,j
‰
dx ;
thus, after rearranging terms, the positivity condition (32) implies that
λ
››∇ℓ`1`ηǫ˙pχuq˘››2L2pΩq ď ż
Ω
ajk
Bu i
Bxk
Bϕi
Bxj dx´
ż
Ω
p∇ajkq∇ℓ´1“ηǫ˙pχu iq,k ‰∇ℓ“ηǫ˙pχu iq,j ‰dx
´
ż
Ω
“
∇
q
ηǫ˙, a
jk
y
∇
ℓ´1pχu iq,k
‰
∇
ℓ
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq,j
‰
dx
´
ℓ´2ÿ
r“0
˜
ℓ´1
r
¸ ż
Ω
∇
“
ηǫ˙
`p∇ℓ´1´rajkq∇rpχu iq,k ˘‰∇ℓ“ηǫ˙pχu iq,j ‰dx
`
ż
Ω
∇ℓ
“
ηǫ˙
`
ajku iχ,k
˘‰
∇ℓ
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq,j
‰
dx
`
ż
Ω
∇ℓ´1
“
ηǫ˙
`
ajkχ,j u
i
,k
˘‰
∇ℓ`1
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq
‰
dx .
The last five integrals on the right-hand side of the inequality above can be estimated using Ho¨lder’s
inequality and the commutation estimate (28), and we obtain that
λ
››∇ℓ`1`ηǫ˙pχuq˘››2L2pΩq ď ż
Ω
ajk
Bu i
Bxk
Bϕi
Bxj dx` C}a}C ℓpΩq}u}HℓpΩq
››∇ℓ`1`ηǫ˙pχu iq˘››L2pΩq . (38)
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On the other hand, it is easy to see thatż
Ω
f ¨ϕ dx “ ´
ż
Ω
∇ℓ´1
“
ηǫ˙pχf iq
‰
∇ℓ`1
“
ηǫ˙pχu iq
‰
dx
ď C}f }Hℓ´1pΩq
››∇ℓ`1`ηǫ˙pχuq˘››L2pΩq . (39)
Summing (37), (38) and (39), we find that››∇ℓpηǫ˙pχuq››2L2pΩq ` λ››∇ℓ`1`ηǫ˙pχuq˘››2L2pΩq
ď C
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }a}C ℓpΩq}u}HℓpΩq
ı››∇ℓ`1`ηǫ˙pχuq˘››L2pΩq ;
therefore, by Young’s inequality,››∇ℓpηǫ˙pχuq››2L2pΩq ` λ››∇ℓ`1`ηǫ˙pχuq˘››2L2pΩq
ď C
λ
”
}f }2Hℓ´1pΩq ` }a}2C ℓpΩq}u}2HℓpΩq
ı
` λ
2
››∇ℓ`1“ηǫ˙pχu iq‰››L2pΩq
which further implies that››∇ℓ`1`ηǫ˙pχuq˘››L2pΩq ď Cλ ”}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }a}C ℓpΩq}u}HℓpΩqı . (40)
Since f P Hk´1pΩq and a P C kpΩq, the assumption that u P HℓpΩq implies that the right-hand side
of (40) is bounded independent of the smoothing parameter ǫ. Therefore, we can pass to the limit
as ǫÑ 0 in (40) and obtain that
}∇ℓ`1pχuq}L2pΩq ď C
λ
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }a}C ℓpΩq}u}HℓpΩq
ı
or
}χ∇ℓ`1u}L2pΩq ď
C
λ
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq `
`}a}
C ℓpΩq ` λq}u}HℓpΩq
ı
. (41)
This implies that u P Hℓ`1loc pΩq. So, we have shown that if u P HℓpΩq for 1 ď ℓ ď k then, in fact,
u P Hℓ`1loc pΩq and u satisfies (41).
Now, we note that by Theorem 3.2, u P H1pΩq and hence u P H2locpΩq. This allows us to
integrate-by-parts in the variational formulation (34) and find thatż
Ω
”
u ´ BBxj
´
ajk
Bu
Bxk
¯
´ f
ı
¨ϕ dx “ 0 @ϕ P C8c pΩq .
The above identity implies that
u i ´ BBxj
´
ajk
Bu i
Bxk
¯
“ f i a.e. in Ω. (42)
Step 2: (Regularity for tangential derivatives of u in the w-direction near BΩ) We now
initiate the induction procedure. We assume that u P HℓpΩq for some 1 ď ℓ ď k´1, and prove then
that u P Hℓ`1pΩq. Let tUmuKm“0, tϑmuKm“1, and trmuKm“1 denote the system of local charts given in
Proposition 2.1 with ε ! 1, and let 0 ď ζm ď 1 in C8c pUmq denote a partition-of-unity subordinate
to the open covering Um as given in Definition 3.4. We fixed m P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Ku, and work with the
chart ϑm : Bp0, rmq Ñ Um. On Bp0, rmq, we define the new functionsrζ “ ζm ˝ ϑm, ru “ u ˝ ϑm, rw “ wǫ ˝ ϑm, rf “ f ˝ ϑm, rg “ g ˝ ϑm and rϕ “ ϕ ˝ ϑm .
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With A “ p∇ϑmq´1, we define brs “ pajk ˝ ϑqAksAjr. Then the matrix b is positive-define. In fact,
since }∇ϑm ´ Id}L8pB`mq ! 1,
brsξrξs “ pajk ˝ ϑmqAskArjξrξs ě λ|ATξ|2 ě
λ
2
|ξ|2 . (43)
Setting x “ ϑmpyq, the change-of-variables formula shows that the variational formulation (34) takes
the formż
B
`
m
ru ¨ rϕ dy ` ż
B
`
m
brs
B ru i
Bys
B rϕi
Byr dy “
ż
B
`
m
rf ¨ rϕ dy ` ż
BmXtyn“0u
rg ¨ rϕ dS @ rϕ P rVm, (44)
where rVm “  rϕ P H1pB`mq ˇˇ rϕ ¨ rw “ 0 on Bm X tyn “ 0u, rϕ “ 0 on Rn` X BBm(.
With ∆0 “
n´1ř
α“1
B 2
B y2j
denoting the horizontal Laplace operator, we define
ϕi “ p´1qℓ“rζ rwiΛǫ∆ℓ0Λǫprζru ¨ rwq‰ ˝ ϑ´1m ,
where Λǫ is the horizontal convolution-by-layers operator given by
Λǫφpyh, ynq “
ż
Rn´1
ρǫpyh ´ zhqφpzh, ynqdzh for φp¨, ynq P L1pRn´1q ,
where yh “ py1, ..., yn´1q. Recalling that B “
` B
By1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
B
yn´1
˘
denotes the horizontal gradient, we
note that
B ℓv ¨ B ℓw “
n´1ÿ
α1“1
¨ ¨ ¨
n´1ÿ
αℓ“1
B ℓv
Byα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Byαℓ
¨ B
ℓw
Byα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Byαℓ
,
B ℓ´1v ¨ B ℓ`1w “
n´1ÿ
α1“1
¨ ¨ ¨
n´1ÿ
αℓ´1“1
B ℓ´1v
Byα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Byαℓ´1
¨ B
ℓ´1∆0w
Byα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Byαℓ´1
,
and so forth.
Since ϕ ¨w “ 0 on BΩ, ϕ P V and can be used as a test function. The use of ϕ as a test function
in (34) implies that
pru , rϕqL2pΩq ` ż
Ω
brs
B ru i
B ys
B rϕi
Byr dy ď C
”
}f }HℓpΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq
ı››B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq››H1pB`mq . (45)
Similar to (37), integrating by parts with respect to yh implies that
pu ,ϕqL2pΩq “
››B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq››2L2pB`mq .
Now we focus on the second term on the left-hand side of (45). Integrating by parts in the horizontal
direction (using B ) yieldsż
B
`
m
brs
B ru i
Byr
Bϕi
Bys dy “
ż
B
`
m
B ℓΛǫ
`
brsrζrum,s ¨ rw˘B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
“
ż
B
`
m
BΛǫ
`
brsB ℓ´1prζru ¨ rwq,s˘B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
`
ℓ´2ÿ
k“0
˜
ℓ´1
k
¸ż
B
`
m
BΛǫ
`B ℓ´1´kbrsB kprζru ¨ rwq,s˘B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
´
ż
B
`
m
B ℓΛǫ
`
brsru iprζ rwiq,s˘B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy . (46)
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For the first term on the right-hand side of (46), as in Step 1, we find thatż
B
`
m
BΛǫ
`
brsB ℓ´1prζru ¨ rwq,s˘B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
“
ż
B
`
m
B “brsΛǫB ℓ´1prζru ¨ rwq,s ‰B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
`
ż
B
`
m
`B JΛǫ, brsKB ℓ´1prζru ¨ rwq,s ˘B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
“
ż
B
`
m
brsB ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,s B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
`
ż
B
`
m
pB brsqΛǫB ℓ´1prζru ¨ rwq,s B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
`
ż
B
`
m
`B JΛǫ, brsKB ℓ´1prζru ¨ rwq,s˘B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy . (47)
The positivity condition (43) and the commutation estimate (29) imply thatż
B
`
m
BΛǫ
`
brsB ℓ´1prζru ¨ rwq,s˘B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy (48)
ě λ
2
››B ℓΛǫ∇prζru ¨ rwq››2L2pB`mq´C}u}HℓpΩq”››B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq››H1pB`mq`}u}HℓpΩqı.
For the remaining terms on the right-hand side of (46), we apply Ho¨lder’s inequality and find thatˇˇˇ ℓ´2ÿ
k“0
˜
ℓ´1
k
¸ ż
B
`
m
BΛǫ
`B ℓ´1´kbrsB kprζru ¨ rwq,s˘B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ ż
B
`
m
B ℓΛǫ
`
brsru iprζ rwiq,s˘B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq,r dy ˇˇˇ
ď C}u}HℓpΩq
”››B ℓΛǫ∇prζru ¨ rwq››L2pB`mq ` }u}HℓpΩqı , (49)
where C depends on }a}C ℓpΩq, }w}C ℓ`1pΩq and |BΩ|C ℓ`1pΩq. As a consequence, Young’s inequality
together with (45)–(48) implies that››B ℓΛǫprζru ¨ rwq››2L2pB`mq` λ››B ℓΛǫ∇prζru ¨ rwq››2L2pB`mq
ď Cδ
”
}u}2HℓpΩq` }f }2Hℓ´1pΩq` }g}2Hℓ´1.5pBΩq
ı
` δ››B ℓΛǫ∇prζru ¨ rwq››2L2pB`mq ,
which, by choosing δ ą 0 sufficiently small, shows that››B ℓ Λǫprζru ¨ rwq››H1pB`mq ď C”}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq ` }u}HℓpΩqı
for some constant C “ Cp}a}C ℓpΩq, }w}C ℓ`1pΩq, |BΩ|C ℓ`1q.
Since the estimate above is independent of the smoothing parameter ǫ, by passing to the limit as
ǫÑ 0 we conclude that››rζB ℓpru ¨ rwq››
H1pB`mq
ď C
”
}u}HℓpΩq ` }f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq
ı
.
Since both w and ϑm are C
k`1 in the support of rζ, it follows that››rζ rw ¨ B ℓru››
H1pB`mq
ď C
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq ` }u}HℓpΩq
ı
. (50)
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Step 3: (Regularity for tangential derivatives of u in the wK-directions near BΩ) Estimate
(50) provides regularity for the vector rζ B ℓ∇ru ¨w. Next, we establish the regularity of rζ B ℓ∇ru ˆw.
We define
rϕi “ p´1qℓ”rζΛǫ∆ℓ0Λǫprζru iq ´ `rζ rw ¨ Λǫ∆ℓ0Λǫprζruq˘ rwi|rw|2 ı
“ p´1qℓ
”rζΛǫ∆ℓ0Λǫprζru iq ´ `rζΛǫ∆ℓ0Λǫprζrujq˘ rwj rwi|rw|2 ı .
Note that ϕ is the projection of the vector rζΛǫ∆ℓ0Λǫprζruq onto the affine space with normal w, so
ϕ P V and can be used as a test function in (44). Following the similar computation in Step 2 above,
we have that››B ℓΛǫprζruq››2L2pB`mq ` λ4 ››B ℓΛǫ∇prζruq››2L2pB`mq
ď Cδ
”
}f }2Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}2Hℓ´1.5pBΩq ` }u}2HℓpΩq
ı
` δ››B ℓΛǫ∇prζruq››2L2pB`mq
` p´1qℓ`1
ż
B
`
m
brsru i,s ”`rζΛǫ∆ℓ0Λǫprζrujmq˘ rwj rwi|rw|2 ı,rdy
ď Cδ
”
}f }2Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}2Hℓ´1.5pBΩq ` }u}2HℓpΩq
ı
` 2δ››B ℓΛǫ∇prζruq››2L2pB`mq
` p´1qℓ`1
ż
B
`
m
brs
|rw|2 rζ rw ¨ ru ,s `Λǫ∆ℓ0Λǫprζruj ,r q˘rwj dy
ď Cδ
”
}f }2Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}2Hℓ´1.5pBΩq ` }u}2HℓpΩq
ı
` 3δ››B ℓΛǫ∇prζruq››2L2pB`mq
´
ż
B
`
m
brs
|rw|2 B ℓprζrum,s ¨ rwq`ΛǫB ℓΛǫprζruj ,r q˘rwj dy .
Applying estimate (50) and Young’s inequality,
´
ż
B
`
m
brs
|rw|2 B ℓprζrum,s ¨ rwq`ΛǫB ℓΛǫprζrujm,rq˘ rwjm dy
ď C››B ℓprζ rw ¨∇ruq››
L2pΩq
››B ℓΛǫprζ∇ruq››L2pΩq
ď Cδ
”
}f }2Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}2Hℓ´1.5pBΩq ` }u}2HℓpΩq
ı
` δ››B ℓΛǫprζ∇ruq››2L2pΩq ;
thus by choosing δ ą 0 sufficiently small, we conclude that
}B ℓΛǫprζruq}2H1pB`mq ď C”}u}2HℓpΩq ` }f }2Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}2Hℓ´1.5pBΩqı .
Again, due to the ǫ-independence of the right-hand side, we conclude that
}rζ B ℓru}H1pB`mq ď C”}u}HℓpΩq ` }f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩqı (51)
for some constant C “ Cp}a}C ℓpΩq, }w}C ℓ`1pΩq, |BΩ|C ℓ`1q.
Step 4: (Regularity for normal derivatives of u near BΩ) Multiplying (42) by ζm and then
composing with ϑm, by the Piola identity (30) we obtain thatrζru ´ rζ`brsru ,s ˘,r “ rζpf ˝ ϑmq a.e. in B`m .
Letting B ℓ´1´j∇j act on the equation above, we find thatrζbrsB ℓ´1´j∇j ru ,rs“ F pℓ,jq a.e. in B`m (52)
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for some F pℓ,jq P L2pΩq satisfying
}F pℓ,jq}L2pΩq ď C
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }u}HℓpΩq
ı
,
where the constant C depends on }a}C ℓpΩq. Using (43), bnn ą 0; thus (52) further implies thatrζB ℓ´1´j∇j ru ,nn“ 1
bnn
”
F pℓ,jq ´ rζ ÿ
pr,sq‰pn,nq
brsB ℓ´1∇j ru ,rs ı .
Now we argue by induction on 0 ď j ď ℓ´ 1. When j “ 0, (51) shows that››rζB ℓ´1ru ,nn ››L2pB`mq ď C”}u}HℓpΩq ` }f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩqı
which, combined with (51), provides the estimate››rζB ℓ´1∇2ru››
L2pB`mq
ď C
”
}u}HℓpΩq ` }f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq
ı
.
Repeating this process for j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ℓ´ 1, we conclude that
}rζ∇ℓ`1ru}
L2pB`mq
ď C
”
}u}HℓpΩq ` }f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq
ı
. (53)
The combination of (41) and (53), as well as the induction process, proves the theorem. ˝
3.2. The case that the coefficients ajk are of Sobolev class. We are now in the position of
studying the regularity of solution u to (31) when the coefficient ajk and the domain Ω is of Sobolev
class. We first prove the following rather technical
Theorem 3.6 (Regularity for the case that ajk P HkpΩq and Ω P C8). Let Ω Ď Rn be a bounded
C8-domain. Suppose that for some integer k ą n
2
and 1 ď ℓ ď k , ajk P HkpΩq satisfies the positivity
condition
ajkξjξk ě λ|ξ|2 @ ξ P Rn ,
and w P Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq por w P Hmaxtk´ 12 ,ℓ` 12 upBΩqq such that w vanishes nowhere on BΩ. Then
for all f P Hℓ´1pΩq and g P Hℓ´0.5pBΩq, the weak solution u to (31) belongs to Hℓ`1pΩq, and
satisfies
}u}Hℓ`1pΩq ď C
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq ` P
`}a}HkpΩq˘´}f }L2pΩq ` }g}H´0.5pBΩq¯ı (54)
for some constant C “ C`}w}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq˘ and some polynomial P.
Proof. Let tUm, ϑmuKm“1 be a collection of charts of BΩ given in Proposition 2.1, tζmuKm“1 a partition-
of-unity subordinate to tUmuKm“1 given in Definition 3.4, and let E : Hk`1pΩq Ñ Hk`1pRnq denote
a Sobolev extension operator. We define aǫ “ ηǫ˙pEaq, fǫ “ ηǫ˙pEfq, wǫ “ ηǫ˙pEwq. Finally, let
g ǫ denote a smooth regularization of g defined by
g ǫ “
Kÿ
m“1
a
ζm
“
Λǫ
`paζm gq ˝ ϑm˘‰ ˝ ϑ´1m .
It follows that for ǫ ! 1 sufficiently small,
ajkǫ pxqξjξk ě
λ
2
|ξ|2 @ ξ P Rn, x P Ω . (55)
Hence by Theorem 3.5, the solution uǫ to the variational problemż
Ω
u ǫ ¨ϕ dx`
ż
Ω
ajkǫ
Buε
Bxk ¨
Bϕ
Bxj dx “
ż
Ω
fǫ ¨ϕ dx`
ż
BΩ
gǫ ¨ ϕ dS @ϕ P V
satisfies u ǫ P HkpΩq for all k ě 1. We next establish an ǫ-independent upper bound for }uǫ}Hℓ`1pΩq.
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Step 1: (Regularity for tangential derivatives of u in the w-direction near BΩ) We fix
m P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Ku and setrζ “ ζm ˝ ϑm, ru “ uǫ ˝ ϑ, rw “ wǫ ˝ ϑ, rf “ fǫ ˝ ϑ, rg “ gǫ ˝ ϑ and rϕ “ ϕ ˝ ϑ .
With A “ p∇ϑq´1, we define brsǫ “ pajkǫ ˝ ϑqAskArj . Then, since }∇ϑ´ Id}L8pB`mq ! 1, the matrix bǫ
is positive-definite since using (55),
brsǫ ξrξs “ pajkǫ ˝ ϑqAskArjξrξs ě
λ
2
|ATξ|2 ě λ
8
|ξ|2 @ ξ P Rn . (56)
Setting x “ ϑmpyq, and using the change-of-variables formula, we find that the variational formula-
tion (34) can be written asż
B
`
m
ru ¨ rϕ dy ` ż
B
`
m
brsǫ
B ru i
B ys
B rϕi
Byr dy “
ż
B
`
m
rf ¨ rϕ dy ` ż
BmXtyn“0u
rg ¨ rϕ dS @ rϕ P rVm, (57)
where rVm “  rϕ P H1pB`mq ˇˇ rϕ ¨ rw “ 0 on Bm X tyn “ 0u, rϕ “ 0 on Rn` X BBm(. With ∆0 denoting
the horizontal Laplace operator and B denoting the horizontal gradient defined in Step 2 in the proof
of Theorem 3.5, we define rϕi “ p´1qℓrζ rwi∆ℓ0prζru ¨ rwq ,
so that
pru , rϕq
L2pB`mq
`
ż
B
`
m
brsǫ
B ru i
Bys
B rϕi
Byr dy
ď C
”
}rf }Hℓ´1pB`mq ` }rg}Hℓ´0.5pBmXtyn“0uqı››B ℓprζru ¨ rwq››H1pB`mq
ď C
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq
ı››B ℓprζru ¨ rwq››
H1pB`mq
, (58)
where we have used Young’s inequality for convolution to conclude the last inequality. We focus
now on the left-hand side of (58). As in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we have that
pru , rϕqL2pB`mq “ ››B ℓprζru ¨ rwq››2L2pB`mq .
Moreover, ż
Ω
brsǫ
B ru i
B ys
B rϕi
Byr dy “ p´1q
ℓ
ż
B
`
m
brsǫ ru i,s “rζ rwi∆ℓ0prζru ¨ rwq‰,r dy
“
ż
B
`
m
B ℓ“brsǫ prζru ¨ rwq,s ‰B ℓprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
´
ż
B
`
m
B ℓ“brsǫ ru iprζ rwiq,s ‰B ℓprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
´
ż
B
`
m
B ℓ´1“brsǫ ru i,s prζ rwiq,r ‰B ℓ`1prζru ¨ rwq‰dy . (59)
For the first term on the right-hand side of (59), we make use of the positivity condition (56) and
Young’s inequality to conclude thatż
B
`
m
B ℓ“brsǫ prζru ¨ rwq,s ‰B ℓprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
“
ż
B
`
m
brsǫ B
ℓprζru ¨ rwq,s B ℓprζru ¨ rwq,r dy ` ż
B
`
m
“JB ℓ, brsǫ Kprζru ¨ rwq,s ‰B ℓprζru ¨ rwq,r dy
ě `λ
8
´ δ˘››B ℓ∇prζru ¨ rwq››2
L2pB`mq
´ Cδ
››JB ℓ, bǫK∇prζru ¨ rwq››2L2pB`mq . (60)
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Then, Corollary 2.9 with σ “ 1
8
shows that
ż
B
`
m
B ℓ“brsǫ prζru ¨ rwq,s ‰B ℓprζru ¨ rwq,r dy ě `λ8 ´ δ˘››B ℓ∇prζru ¨ rwq››2L2pB`mq ´ Cδ}a}2HkpΩq}uǫ}2Hℓ` 78 pΩq .
For the second and the third terms on the right-hand side of (59), we use the inequality (16), and
find thatˇˇˇ ż
B
`
m
B ℓ“brsǫ ru iprζ rwiq,s ‰B ℓprζru ¨ rwq,r dy ˇˇˇ` ˇˇˇ ż
B
`
m
B ℓ´1“brsǫ ru i,s prζ rwiq,r ‰B ℓ`1prζru ¨ rwq dy ˇˇˇ
ď Cδ}a}2HkpΩq}uǫ}2HℓpΩq ` δ
››B ℓ∇prζru i rwiq››2
L2pB`mq
(61)
for some constant Cδ depending on }w}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq.
Choosing δ ą 0 sufficiently small in (60) and (61), we conclude that
››B ℓprζru ¨ rwq››
L2pB`mq
` ››B ℓ∇prζru ¨ rwq››
L2pB`mq
ď C
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq ` }a}HkpΩq}uǫ}Hℓ` 78 pΩq
ı (62)
for some constant C “ C`}w}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq˘.
Step 2: (Regularity for tangential derivatives of u in the wK-directions near BΩ) Now
we estimate uǫ in the directions perpendicular to w. Similar to Step 3 in the proof of Theorem 3.5,
we use
rϕi “ rζ∆ℓ0prζruq ´ `rζ rw ¨∆ℓ0prζruq˘ rw|rw|2
as a test function in (57) and find that
››B ℓprζruq››2
L2pB`mq
` `λ
8
´ δ˘››B ℓ∇prζruq››2
L2pB`mq
ď C
”
}f }2Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}2Hℓ´0.5pBΩq
ı
` Cδ}a}2HkpΩq}uǫ}2Hℓ` 78 pΩq
` p´1qℓ
ż
B
`
m
rwj
|rw|2 prζru ¨ rwq∆ℓ0prζru jq dy
` p´1qℓ`1
ż
B
`
m
brsǫ ru i,s ”rζ∆ℓ0prζrujq rwj rwi|rw|2 ı,r dy.
Integrating-by-parts in the horizontal direction (using B ), by Corollary 2.9 and (62) we obtain that
p´1qℓ
ż
B
`
m
rwj
|rw|2 prζru ¨ rwqB 2ℓprζrujq dy
ď
›››B ℓ´1´ rwj|rw|2 prζru ¨ rwq¯›››L2pB`mq››B ℓ`1prζrujq››2L2pB`mq
ď Cδ}uǫ}2Hℓ´1pΩq ` δ}B
ℓ
∇prζrujq››2
L2pB`mq
(63)
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and
p´1qℓ`1
ż
B
`
m
brsǫ ru i,s ”rζB 2ℓprζrujq rwj rwi|rw|2 ı,r dy
ď C
”››B ℓpbǫ∇ruq››L2pB`mq ` ››bǫB ℓ∇prζru ¨ rwq››L2pB`mq
` ››JB ℓ, bǫK∇prζru ¨ rwq››L2pB`mı››B ℓ∇prζruq››L2pB`mq
ď Cδ}a}2HkpΩq}uǫ}2Hℓ` 78 pΩq ` δ
››B ℓ∇prζruq››2
L2pB`mq
, (64)
in which the constant Cδ also depends on }w}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq. Therefore, choosing δ ą 0 sufficiently
small in (63) and (64), we conclude that››rζ B ℓru i››
L2pB`mq
` ››rζ B ℓ∇ru i››
L2pB`mq
ď C
”
}uǫ}Hℓ´1pΩq ` }f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq ` }a}HkpΩq}uǫ}Hℓ` 78 pΩq
ı (65)
for some constant C “ C`}w}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq˘.
Step 3: (Regularity for normal derivatives of u near BΩ) In this step, we follow the procedure
of Step 4 in the proof of Theorem 3.5. Since uǫ is a strong solution, it follows that
uǫ ´ BBxj
´
ajkǫ
Buǫ
Bxk
¯
“ fǫ in Ω ;
thus the Piola identity (30) implies that
rζ`brsǫ ru ,s ˘,r “ rζ`ru ´ pfǫ ˝ ϑq˘ in B`m .
With ru ,n and ru ,nn denoting B ruByn and B 2ruB y2n , respectively, we have that
rζbnnǫ ru ,nn“ rζ ”ru ´ pfǫ ˝ ϑq ´ bnnǫ,nru ,n´ ÿ
pr,sq‰pn,nq
brsǫ,rru ,s´ ÿ
pr,sq‰pn,nq
brsǫ ru ,sr ı in B`m . (66)
Let G “ rζ ”ru ´ pfǫ ˝ ϑq ´ bnnǫ,nru ,n´ ř
pr,sq‰pn,nq
brsǫ,rru ,s ı, and for 0 ď j ď ℓ´ 1 we define
Gpℓ,jq “ B ℓ´1´j∇jG ´ JB ℓ´1´j∇j , brsǫ Kru ,sr .
Letting B ℓ´1´j∇j act on (66), we obtain that
rζbnnǫ B ℓ´1´j∇jru ,nn“ Gpℓ,jq ´ ÿ
pr,sq‰pn,nq
rζbrsǫ B ℓ´1´j∇j ru ,rs (67)
Now we estimate Gpℓ,jq in L
2pB`mq. First we note that››B ℓ´1´j∇j“rζpru ´ fǫ ˝ ϑq‰››L2pB`mq ď C”}uǫ}Hℓ´1pΩq ` }f }Hℓ´1pΩqı .
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Moreover, since ℓ ď k, by Proposition 2.7 with σ “ 1
8
we find that››B ℓ´1´j∇jprζbnn,n ru ,n q››L2pB`mq ` ÿ
pr,sq‰pn,nq
››B ℓ´1´j∇jpbrsǫ,rru ,s q››L2pB`mq
ď C
ℓ´1ÿ
j“0
}∇j`1a∇ℓ´1´juǫ}L2pΩq “ C
ℓÿ
j“1
}∇ja∇ℓ´juǫ}L2pΩq
ď C}a}HkpΩq}u}Hℓ` 78 pΩq .
Finally, by Corollary 2.9 with σ “ 1
8
,››JB ℓ´1´j∇j , rζbnnǫ Kru ,nn ››L2pB`mq ` ÿ
pr,sq‰pn,nq
››JB ℓ´1´j∇j , rζbrsǫ Kru ,rs ››L2pB`mq
ď Cǫ}a}HkpΩq}uǫ}Hℓ` 78 pΩq .
Therefore, Gpℓ,jq satisfies
}Gpℓ,jq}L2pB`mq ď C
”
}u}Hℓ´1pΩq ` }f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }a}HkpΩq}uǫ}Hℓ` 78 pΩq
ı
.
Now we argue by induction on 0 ď j ď ℓ ´ 1. By the positivity condition (55), bnnǫ ě λ4 so that
when j “ 0, the inequalities (65) and (67) show that››rζ B ℓ´1ru ,nn ››L2pB`mqď }Gpℓ,jq}L2pB`mq` ÿ
pr,sq‰pn,nq
}brsǫ }L8pB`mq
››rζ B ℓ´1ru ,rs ››L2pB`mq
ď C
”
}u}Hℓ´1pΩq ` }f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq ` }a}HkpΩq}uǫ}
H
ℓ` 7
8 pΩq
ı
which, combined with (65), provides the estimate››rζ B ℓ´1∇2ru››
L2pB`mq
ď C
”
}u}Hℓ´1pΩq ` }f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq ` }a}HkpΩq}uǫ}Hℓ` 78 pΩq
ı
.
Repeating this process for j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ℓ´ 1, we conclude that››rζ∇ℓru i››
L2pB`mq
` ››rζ∇ℓ`1ru i››
L2pB`mq
ď C
”
}uǫ}Hℓ´1pΩq ` f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq ` }a}HkpΩq}uǫ}Hℓ` 78 pΩq
ı (68)
for some constant C “ C`}w}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq˘.
Step 4: (Completing the regularity theory) Let χ ě 0 be a smooth cut-off function so that
sptpχqĂĂΩ. Arguing as in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 3.5, we find that
}χ∇ℓu ǫ}L2pΩq ` }χ∇ℓ`1uǫ}L2pΩq ď C
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }a}HkpΩq}uǫ}Hℓ` 78 pΩq
ı
. (69)
Combining (68) and (69) establishes the inequality
}uǫ}Hℓ`1pΩq ď C
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq `
`
1` }a}HkpΩq
˘}uǫ}
H
ℓ` 7
8 pΩq
ı
(70)
for some constant C “ C`}w}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq˘. Since the interpolation inequality provides
}uǫ}
H
ℓ` 7
8 pΩq
ď C}uǫ}1´ 18ℓ
Hℓ`1pΩq
}uǫ} 18ℓ
H1pΩq ,
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Young’s inequality further shows that
}uǫ}Hℓ`1pΩq ď Cδ
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq ` P
`}a}HkpΩq˘}uǫ}H1pΩqı` δ}uǫ}Hℓ`1pΩq (71)
for some polynomial function P . Finally, choosing δ ą 0 sufficiently small and then passing to the
limit as ǫÑ 0, by the fact that
ajkǫ Ñ ajk in HkpΩq ,
wǫ Ñ w in Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq ,
fǫ Ñ f in Hℓ´1pΩq ,
g ǫ Ñ g in Hℓ´0.5pBΩq ,
we find that uǫ converges to the unique weak solution u to (31), and the inequality (36) is established
by substitution of the H1-estimate (35) in the inequality (71). ˝
Having established the regularity theory for the case that ajk P HkpΩq and Ω P C8, we can now
prove the following
Corollary 3.7 (Regularity for the case that ajk P HkpΩq and Ω P Hk`1). Let Ω Ď Rn be a bounded
Hk`1-domain for some integer k ą n
2
. Suppose that ajk P HkpΩq satisfies the positivity condition
ajkξjξk ě λ|ξ|2 @ ξ P Rn ,
and for some 1 ď ℓ ď k, w P Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq por w P Hmaxtk´ 12 ,ℓ` 12 upBΩqq such that w vanishes
nowhere on BΩ. Then for all f P Hℓ´1pΩq and g P Hℓ´0.5pBΩq, the weak solution u to (31) belongs
to Hℓ`1pΩq, and satisfies
}u}Hℓ`1pΩq ď C
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq
` P`}a}HkpΩq˘´}f }L2pΩq ` }g}H´0.5pBΩq¯ı (72)
for some constant C “ C`}w}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq, |BΩ|Hk`0.5˘ and some polynomial P.
Proof. Using Definition 2.2, we let ψ : O Ñ Ω be an Hk`1-diffeomorphism, where O is a bounded
C
8-domain. Making the change-of-variables x “ ψpyq, with A denoting p∇ψq´1 we can rewrite (31)
as
su ´ BByr
´sajkArjAsk B suBys
¯
“ sf ` sajkAsk BArjByr B suBys in O ,su ¨ sw “ 0 on BO ,
P swK
´sajkArjAsk B suBys sNr ´ sg
¯
“ 0 on BO ,
where we use the bar notation to denote the variable defined on O through the composition with ψ:sa “ a ˝ ψ , su “ u ˝ ψ , sw “ w ˝ ψ , sf “ f ˝ ψ , sg “ g ˝ ψ ,
and sN is the outward-pointing unit normal to O. By Proposition 2.7, Corollary 2.10, and Corollary
2.11, we find that
}sajkAskArj}HkpOq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q}a}HkpΩq ,
}sw}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q}w}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq ,
}sf }Hℓ´1pOq ` }sg}Hℓ´0.5pBOq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q”}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩqı .
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Theorem 3.6 then implies that
}su}Hℓ`1pOq ď C”}sf }Hℓ´1pOq ` }sg}Hℓ´0.5pBOq
` P`}AsaAT}HkpOq˘´}sf }L2pOq ` }sg}H´0.5pBOq¯ı
ď C
”
}f }Hℓ´1pOq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq
` P`}a}HkpΩq, |BΩ|Hk`0.5˘´}f }L2pΩq ` }g}H´0.5pBΩq¯ı
for some constant C “ C`}w}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq, |BΩ|Hk`0.5˘. Estimate (72) then follows from Corollary
2.11. ˝
Corollary 3.8 (Regularity for the classical Dirichlet and Neumann problems). Let Ω Ď Rn be a
bounded Hk`1-domain for some integer k ą n
2
, and ajk P HkpΩq satisfies the positivity condition
ajkξjξk ě λ|ξ|2 @ ξ P Rn .
Let ℓ be an integer such that 1 ď ℓ ď k. Then
1. For any f P Hℓ´1pΩq, the weak solution u P H10 pΩq to the Dirichlet problem
´ BBxj
´
ajk
Bu
Bxk
¯
“ f in Ω ,
u “ 0 on BΩ ,
belongs to Hℓ`1pΩq, and satisfies
}u}Hℓ`1pΩq ď C}f}Hℓ´1pΩq (73)
for some constant C “ C`}a}HkpΩq, |BΩ|Hk`0.5˘.
2. For any f P Hℓ´1pΩq and g P Hℓ´0.5pBΩq, the weak solution v P H1pΩq to the Neumann
problem
v ´ BBxj
´
ajk
Bv
Bxk
¯
“ f in Ω ,
ajk
Bu
BxkNj “ g on BΩ ,
belongs to Hℓ`1pΩq, and satisfies
}v}Hℓ`1pΩq ď C
”
}f}Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq
ı
(74)
for some constant C “ C`}a}HkpΩq, |BΩ|Hk`0.5˘.
Proof. It suffices to prove the case that u and v are both scalar functions.
(1) Let w “ p1, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q, and u be the solution to
u ´ BBxj
´
ajk
Bu
Bxk
¯
“ pf ` u, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q in Ω , (75)
u ¨w “ 0 on BΩ , (76)
PwK
´
ajk
Bu
BxkNj
¯
“ 0 on BΩ . (77)
Then u “ u1 (in fact, u “ pu, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q); thus (72) implies that
}u}Hℓ`1pΩq ď C}f ` u}Hℓ´1pΩq ď C
”
}f}Hℓ´1pΩq ` }u}Hℓ´1pΩq
ı
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for some constant C “ C`}a}HkpΩq, |BΩ|Hk`0.5˘. By interpolation and Young’s inequality,
}u}Hℓ`1pΩq ď C}f}Hℓ´1pΩq ` Cδ}u}H1pΩq ` δ}u}Hℓ`1pΩq ;
thus (73) follows from choosing δ ą 0 small enough and the estimate for the weak solution.
(2) Let w “ p0, 1, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q, and v be the solution to
v ´ BBxj
´
ajk
Bv
Bxk
¯
“ p0, f, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q in Ω , (78)
v ¨w “ 0 on BΩ , (79)
PwK
´
ajk
Bv
BxkNj
¯
“ p0, g, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q on BΩ . (80)
Then v “ v2 (in fact, v “ p0, v, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q); thus (74) follows from (72). ˝
In general, elliptic estimates with Sobolev class coefficients ajk have a nonlinear dependence on
the Sobolev norm of ajk. There are, however, situations when the estimate becomes linear with
respect to the Sobolev norm of ajk.
Theorem 3.9 (Regularity estimate which is linear in the coefficient matrix ajk). Suppose that the
assumptions of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied with ℓ “ k, and that furthermore
}a´ Id}L8pΩq ď ǫ ! 1 .
Then the solution u P Hk`1pΩq to (31) satisfies
}u}Hk`1pΩq ď C
”
}f }Hk´1pΩq ` }g}Hk´0.5pBΩq `
`
1` }a}HkpΩq
˘}∇u}L8pΩqı (81)
for some constant C “ C`}w}Hk`1pΩq˘. pRecall that w is an Hk`1pΩq vector field defined in a
neighborhood of BΩ which vanishes nowhere on BΩ.q
Proof. By Theorem 3.6 we know that u P Hk`1pΩq so equation (31) holds in the pointwise sense.
We rewrite (31) as
u ´∆u “ f ” BBxj
´`
ajk ´ δjk˘ BuBxk
¯
` f in Ω ,
u ¨w “ 0 on BΩ ,
PwK
´ Bu
BN
¯
“ g ” PwK
´`
δjk ´ ajk˘ BuBxkNj ` g
¯
on BΩ .
We then conclude from Theorem 3.6 that
}u}Hk`1pΩq ď C
”
}f}Hk´1pΩq ` }g}Hk´0.5pBΩq
ı
ď C
”
}f }Hk´1pΩq ` }g}Hk´0.5pBΩq `
›› B
Bxj
´`
δ
jk ´ ajk˘ BuBxk
¯››
Hk´1pΩq
` ››PwK´`δjk ´ ajk˘ BuBxkNj¯››Hk´0.5pBΩqı
for some constant C “ C`}w}Hk`1pΩq˘. By Theorem 2.14,››› BBxj ´`δjk ´ ajk˘ BuBxk ¯
›››
Hk´1pΩq
ď
›››`δjk ´ ajk˘ BuBxk
›››
HkpΩq
ď C
”
}δ ´ a}L8pΩq}∇u}HkpΩq ` }δ ´ a}HkpΩq}∇u}L8pΩq
ı
ď Cǫ}u}Hk`1pΩq ` C
`
1` }a}HkpΩq
˘}∇u}L8pΩq .
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Similarly, by the trace estimate (and the fact that k´ 0.5 ą n´ 1
2
, where n´ 1 is the dimension of
BΩ), ›››PwK´`δjk ´ ajk˘ BuBxkNj¯
›››
Hk´0.5pBΩq
ď C
›››`δjk ´ ajk˘ BuBxkNj
›››
Hk´0.5pBΩq
ď C
”
}δ ´ a}L8pΩq}∇u}Hk´0.5pBΩq ` }δ ´ a}Hk´0.5pBΩq}∇u}L8pBΩq
ď Cǫ}u}Hk`1pΩq ` C
`
1` }a}HkpΩq
˘}∇u}L8pBΩq
for some constant C “ C`}w}Hk`1pΩq˘. The embedding H n2`δpΩq ãÑC 0,αpΩq for some α ą 0 further
suggests that ∇u is uniformly Ho¨lder continuous; thus }∇u}L8pBΩq ď }∇u}L8pΩq. (81) then follows
from the assumption that ǫ ! 1. ˝
Remark 3.10. As we noted, inequality (81) is linear with respect to the highest-order norms. This
permits the use of linear interpolation to extend this inequality to fractional-order Sobolev spaces.
In the same way that we proved Theorem 3.6, we can prove the following complimentary result:
Theorem 3.11. Let Ω Ď Rn be a bounded Hk`1-domain for some integer k ą n
2
. Suppose that
ajk P HkpΩq satisfies the positivity condition
ajkξjξk ě λ|ξ|2 @ ξ P Rn ,
and for some 1 ď ℓ ď k, w P Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq por w P Hmaxtk´ 12 ,ℓ` 12 upBΩqq such that w vanishes
nowhere on BΩ. Then for all f P Hℓ´1pΩq and g P Hℓ´0.5pBΩq, there exists a solution u to
u i ´ BBxj
´
ajk
Bu i
Bxk
¯
“ f i in Ω , (82a)
u ˆw “ 0 on BΩ , (82b)
ajk
Bu i
BxkNjw
i “ g on BΩ , (82c)
and satisfies
}u}Hℓ`1pΩq ď C
”
}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }g}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq ` P
`}a}HkpΩq˘´}f }L2pΩq ` }g}H´0.5pBΩq¯ı (83)
for some constant C “ C`}w}Hmaxtk,ℓ`1upΩq, |BΩ|Hk`0.5˘ and some polynomial P.
4. The Proof of Theorem 1.3
In this section, we prove our main regularity result given by Theorem 1.3. We first establish the
following lemma which is also fundamental to the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 4.1. Let Ω Ď R3 be a bounded Hk`1-domain with outward-pointing unit normal N. Then
for every differentiable vector field w : ΩÑ R3, the following identities hold:
PNK
´Bw
BN
¯
“ pcurlw ˆNq `∇BΩw ¨N on BΩ , (84a)
divw “ BwBN ¨N` 2Hpw ¨Nq ` div
BΩpPNKwq on BΩ , (84b)
curlw ¨N “ divBΩpw ˆNq on BΩ , (84c)
where H is the mean curvature of BΩ (in local chart pU , ϑq, H is given by H “ 1
2
gαβbαβ).
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Proof. We define
Θpyq “ ϑpy1, y2, 0q ` y3pN ˝ ϑqpy1, y2, 0q ,
and Gij “ Θ,i ¨Θ,j with inverse Gij . Let rN ” pN ˝ ϑqˇˇy3“0, and rf ” f ˝ Θ if f ‰ N. Since Θ,1,
Θ,2K rN, for every vector v P R3, rv can be expressed as the linear combination of Θ,1, Θ,2 and rN.
In particular, we have
rv i “ prv ¨ rNqrNi ` pGαβΘj ,β rv jqΘi,α” rv3 rNi ` rvαΘi,α (85a)
and
f ,k ˝Θ “ rf ,3 rN3 ` Gαβrf ,β Θk,α . p85bq
To see (84a), we first note that
Bw i
BN ˝ ϑ“
“rw3 rNi` rwαΘi,α‰,3 ˇˇˇ
y3“0
“ “ rw3,3 rNi` rwα,3Θi,α`rwα rNi,α‰ˇˇˇ
y3“0
; (86)
thus, since rN ¨Θ,α“ rN ¨ rN,α“ 0,
PNK
´Bw
BN
¯
˝ ϑ
“ “ rw3,3 rNi ` rwα,3Θi,α`rwα rNi,α ‰ˇˇˇ
y3“0
´ “ rw3,3 rNk ` rwα,3Θk,α`rwα rNk,α ‰ˇˇˇ
y3“0
rNk rNi
“ rwα,3ϑi,α`rwα rNi,α . (87)
Moreover, by the identity
pcurlw ˆNqi “ εijkεjrsws,rNk “ pδisδkr ´ δirδksqws,rNk “ pw i,k ´wk,i qNk ,
we find that
pcurlwˆNqi ˝ϑ “ “prw i,3 rNk` Gαβ rw i,βΘk,α´rwk,3 rNi´ Gαβ rwk,βΘi,αqrNk‰ˇˇˇ
y3“0
“ “ rw i,3´ rNi rwk,3 rNk ´ GαβΘi,α rwk,β rNk‰ˇˇˇ
y3“0
“ “prw3 rNi ` rwαΘi,α q,3´rNiprw3 rNk ` rwαΘk,α q,3 rNk
´ GαβΘi,α prw3 rNk ` rwγΘk,γ q,β rNk‰ˇˇˇ
y3“0
“ rwα rNi,α`rwα,3ϑi,α´gαβϑi,α prw3,β ´ rwγbγβq
“ rwα rNi,α`rwα,3ϑi,α´gαβϑi,α prw ,β ¨ rNq . (88)
Combining (87) and (88), we conclude (84a).
Now we proceed to the proof of identity (84b). Using (85) we obtain that
divw
ˇˇ
BΩ
˝ ϑ “ “ rNkprw3 rNk ` rwαΘk,α q,3`GαβΘk,α prw3 rNk` rwγΘk,γq,β ‰ˇˇˇ
y3“0
“ rw3,3 ` gαβϑk,α prwγ ,β ϑk,γ `rwγϑk,βγ ` rNk,β rw3 ` rNk rw3,β q
“ rw3,3 ` rwγ,γ ` Γββγ rwγ ` 2Hrw3 ,
where Γγαβ is the Christoffel symbol defined by
Γγαβ “
1
2
gγδpgαδ,β ` gβδ,α ´ gαβ,δq “ gγδϑ,αβ ¨ ϑ,δ .
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Since g,α“ ggγδgγδ,α “ gΓβαβ, we find that the surface divergence operator divBΩ in Definition 2.4
can also be given by
pdivBΩvq ˝ ϑ “ rvγ,γ ` Γββγrvγ @ v P TpBΩq (or equivalently, rv i “ rvγϑi,γ) .
As a consequence,
divw “ “ rw3,3`divBΩpPĂNK rwq ` 2rHrw3‰ ˝ ϑ´1 on BΩ ,
where we recall that PNK denotes the projection of a vector onto the tangent plane of BΩ. With the
help of (86), in local chart pU , ϑq we have”Bw
BN ¨N
ı
˝ ϑ “ “ rw3,3 rNi ` rwα,3ϑi,α`rwαgαβ rNi,β ‰ rNi “ rw3,3 ; (89)
thus (84b) is valid.
Finally, by the divergence theorem we obtain thatż
BΩ
pcurlw ¨NqϕdS “
ż
Ω
curlw ¨∇ϕdx “
ż
BΩ
pNˆwq ¨∇ϕdS @ ϕ P H1pΩq .
Since p∇ϕqi “ ϕ,3Ni ` gαβϕ,α ϑi,β “ BϕBNN
i ` p∇BΩϕqi and pNˆwq K N, we conclude thatż
BΩ
pcurlw ¨NqϕdS “
ż
BΩ
pNˆwq ¨∇BΩϕdS “
ż
BΩ
divBΩpw ˆNqϕdS @ ϕ P H1pΩq ;
thus we verify (84c). ˝
With Lemma 4.1, we can now prove Theorem 1.3 with n “ 3; we note that the case n “ 2 follows
from the more general case by considering vector fields of the type u “ pu1px1, x2q,u2px1, x2q, 0q.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let u P Hk`1pΩq, and curlu “ f , divu “ g, ∇BΩu ¨N “ h. By the well-known
identity
´∆u “ curlcurlu ´∇divu in Ω , (90)
we find that if χ is a smooth cut-off function with sptpχqĂĂΩ, then χu satisfies
´∆pχuq “ ´u∆χ´ 2∇χ ¨∇u ` χpcurl f ´∇gq in O ,
χu “ 0 on BO ,
for some smooth domain OĂĂΩ (choose O to be some smooth domain so that sptpχqĂĂOĂĂΩ).
Standard interior elliptic estimates then show that
}χu}Hk`1pOq ď C
”
}u}HkpOq ` }f }HkpΩq ` }g}HkpΩq
ı
. (91)
Now we proceed to the estimates near the boundary. Let tζmuKm“1 and tϑmuKm“1 be a partition of
unity (subordinate to Um) and charts satisfying
(1) ϑm : Bp0, rmq Ñ Um belongs to Hk`1pBp0, rmqq;
(2) ϑm : B`p0, rmq Ñ ΩX Um;
(3) ϑm : Bp0, rmq X ty3 “ 0u Ñ BΩX Um,
and gm and bm denote the induced metric tensor and second fundamental form, respectively. Then
´∆pζmuq “ ζmpcurl f ´∇gq ´ u∆ζm ´ 2∇ζm ¨∇u in Um ,
pζm∇BΩuq ¨N“ ζmh on Um .
In each local chart, we define the functionsrum “ u ˝ ϑm , rζm “ ζm ˝ ϑm , rN “ N ˝ ϑm ,
A “ p∇ϑmq´1 , J “ detp∇ϑmq , gm “ detpgmq .
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Taking the composition of the equations above with map ϑm, by the Piola identity (30), we find
that
´“JAjℓAkℓ prζmrumq,k ‰,j “ J”ζmpcurl f ´∇gq ´ u∆ζm ´ 2∇ζm ¨∇uı ˝ ϑm in U , (92a)
prζmru imq,σ rNi “ rζm,σ ru im rNi`ξmph ˝ ϑmq on BU , (92b)
for some smooth domain U satisfying that sptprζmq Ď U and sptpξmq X BU Ď ty3 “ 0u.
The function prζmrumq,σ, where σ “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1, will be the fundamental (dependent) variable
that we are going to estimate; however, in order to apply Theorem 3.6 we need to transform the
boundary condition (92b) to a homogeneous one. This is done by introducing the function φσ which
is the solution to the elliptic equation
φσ ´ pJAjℓAkℓφσ,k q,j “ 0 in U ,
φσ,k A
k
ℓJA
j
ℓnj “ rζm,σ ru imJAjℓnj`?gm rζmph ˝ ϑmq on BU ,
in which n is the outward-pointing unit normal to BU, and then defining w iσ “ prζmru imq,σ ´Ariφσ,r
as the new dependent variable of interest. Since
?
gm rN “ JATn on Bp0, rmq X ty3 “ 0u,
wσ ¨ rN “ prζmrumq,σ ¨ rN´ φσ,k Akℓ JAjℓnj?
gm
“ 0 on BU ;
thus wσ satisfies a homogeneous boundary condition.
Differentiating (92a) with respect to yσ, with a
jk denoting JAjℓA
k
ℓ we find that wσ satisfies
wσ ´ BByj
´
ajk
Bwσ
Byk
¯
“ Fσ in U , (93a)
wσ ¨ rN “ 0 on BU , (93b)
where Fσ is given by
F iσ “
”
J
`
ζmpcurl f ´∇gq ´ u∆ζm ´ 2∇ζm ¨∇u
˘ ˝ ϑmıi,σ
`w iσ `
“pJAjℓAkℓ q,σ prζmru imq,k ‰,j `“JAjℓAkℓ pAriφσ,r q,k ‰,j
Moreover, by Lemma 4.1,”
PNK
´B pwσ ˝ ϑ´1m q
BN
¯ı
˝ ϑm “
“
curlpwσ ˝ ϑ´1m q ˆN
‰ ˝ ϑm ` gαβm ϑm,α pwσ,β ¨ rNq
“ “curlpwσ ˝ ϑ´1m q ˆN‰ ˝ ϑm ` gαβm ϑm,α pwσ ¨ rNq,β ´gαβm gγδm pwσ ¨ ϑ,δ qbγβ ϑ,σ ;
thus using (93b) in the second term of the right-hand side, we obtain that
PĂNK
´
ajk
Bwσ
Bxk nj
¯
“ ?gm
“
curlpwσ ˝ϑ´1m qˆN
‰˝ϑm´?gm gαβm gγδm pwσ ¨ϑ,δ qbγβ ϑ,σ on BU . (94)
Since “
curlpwσ ˝ ϑ´1m q ˆN
‰i ˝ ϑm “ εijkεjrsAℓrwsσ,ℓ rNk
“ Aℓk
“prζmru imq,σ´Ariφσ,r ‰,ℓ rNk´Aℓi“prζmrukmq,σ´Arkφσ,r ‰,ℓ rNk
“ Aℓkprζmru imq,αℓ rNk´Aℓipξmrukmq,αℓ rNk´AℓkpAriφσ,r q,ℓ rNk`AℓipArkφσ,r q,ℓ rNk
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and “rζm`curlu ˆN˘ ˝ ϑm‰,σ “ εijkεjrs`rζmAℓrrusm,ℓ rNk˘,σ
“ “Aℓkprζmru imq,ℓ rNk´Aℓiprζmrukmq,ℓ rNk‰,σ “´Aℓkξm,ℓ ru im rNk´Aℓiξm,ℓ rukm rNk‰,σ
“ Aℓkprζmru imq,αℓ rNk´Aℓipξmrukmq,αℓ rNk´pAℓk rNkq,σ pξmru imq,ℓ
´pAℓi rNkq,σ prζmru imq,ℓ “´Aℓkξm,ℓ rζm,ℓ ru im rNk´Aℓirζm,ℓ rukm rNk‰,σ ,
we find that “
curlpwσ ˝ ϑ´1m q ˆN
‰i ˝ ϑm ´ “rζm`curlu ˆN˘ ˝ ϑm‰,σ
“ ´AℓkpAriφσ,r q,ℓ rNk `AℓipArkφσ,r q,ℓ rNk ` pAℓk rNkq,σ prζmru imq,ℓ
` pAℓi rNkq,σ prζmru imq,ℓ`pAℓkξm,ℓ rζm,ℓ ru im rNkq,σ `pAℓirζm,ℓ rukm rNkq,σ ;
thus (94) implies that
PĂNK
´
ajk
Bwσ
Bxk nj
¯
“ ?gmGσ on BU , p93cq
where Gσ is given by
Gσ “
“rζmpf ˆNq ˝ ϑm‰,σ ´AℓkpAriφσ,r q,ℓ rNk `AℓipArkφσ,r q,ℓ rNk
` pAℓk rNkq,σ prζmru imq,ℓ`pAℓi rNkq,σ prζmru imq,ℓ`pAℓkrζm,ℓ ru im rNkq,σ
` pAℓi rζm,ℓ rukm rNkq,σ ´gαβm gγδm “pξmru imq,σ ϑim,δ ´Ariφσ,r ϑim,δ ‰bγβ ϑ,σ .
As a consequence, wσ is the solution to equation (93), and Theorem 3.6 (with ℓ “ k´ 1 and w “ n)
then implies that prζmrumq,σ satisfies
}wσ}HkpUq ď C
”
}Fσ}Hk´2pUq ` }Gσ}Hk´1.5pBUq
ı
(95)
for some constant C “ C`}a}HkpBp0,rmqq, }A}HkpBp0,rmqq, } rN}Hk´0.5pBUq˘.
We focus on the estimate of Fσ first. By Corollary 2.10,
}J}HkpBp0,rmqq ` }A}HkpBp0,rmqq ` }gm}Hk´0.5pBUq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5q ; (96)
thus Corollary 3.8 shows that
}φσ}Hk`1pUq ď Cp}a}HkpUq, |BΩ|Hk`0.5q
››rζm,σ rujmJAℓjnℓ`?gm rζmph ˝ ϑmq››Hk´0.5pBUq
ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q
”
}u}HkpΩq ` }h}Hk´0.5pBΩq
ı
. (97)
Moreover, by Corollary 2.11, we also have that
}a}HkpUq ` } rN}Hk´0.5pBUq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5q . (98)
As a consequence,
}Fσ}Hk´2pUq ďCp|BΩ|Hk`0.5q
”
}f }HkpΩq`}g}HkpΩq`}h}Hk´0.5pBΩq ` }u}HkpΩq
ı
. (99)
As for the estimate of Gσ, the highest order terms are pAℓk rNkq,σ prζmru imq,ℓ, pAℓi rNkq,σ prζmru imq,ℓ
and gαβm g
γδ
m pξmru imq,σ ϑim,δ bγβ ϑ,σ, and we apply (18) to obtain, for example, that››pAℓk rNkq,σ prζmru imq,ℓ }Hk´1.5pBUq ď C››pAℓk rNkq,σ prζmru imq,ℓ ››Hk´1pUq
ď C}B pA rNq}Hk´1pUq}∇prζmrumq}HspUq ď Cp|B |Ω|2.5q}u}Hs`1pΩq ,
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where s “ max  k´ 1, k
2
` n
4
(
is chosen so that (18) can be applied (since s ą n
2
). Therefore,
}Gσ}Hk´1.5pBUq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q
”
}f }Hk´1pΩq ` }h}Hk´0.5pBΩq ` }u}Hs`1pΩq
ı
. (100)
Combining estimates (95), (96), (97), (98), (99) and (100), we find that
}prζmrumq,σ }HkpUq ď }wσ}HkpUq ` }AT∇φσ}HkpUq
ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5q
”
}f }HkpΩq ` }g}HkpΩq ` }h}Hk´0.5pBΩq ` }u}Hs`1pΩq
ı
. (101)
Finally, following the same procedure of Step 4 in the proof of Theorem 3.5 (that is, using (92a)
to obtain an expression of rζmB k`1´j∇j rum,33) and then arguing by induction on j, we find that
}rζmrum}Hk`1pUq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5q”}f }HkpΩq ` }g}HkpΩq ` }h}Hk´0.5pBΩq ` }u}Hs`1pΩqı.
The estimate above and estimate (91) provide us with
}u}Hk`1pUqďCp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q
”
}f }HkpΩq`}g}HkpΩq`}h}Hk´0.5pBΩq`}u}Hs`1pΩq
ı
.
Since 0 ă s` 1 ă k` 1, by interpolation and Young’s inequality,
}u}HspΩq ď Cδ}u}L2pΩq ` δ}u}Hk`1pΩq @ δ ą 0 ,
so by choosing δ ą 0 small enough we conclude (8). ˝
By studying the vector-valued elliptic equation (31), with the help of Theorem 3.11 we can also
conclude (9).
Remark 4.2. Suppose that Ω is a bounded Hk`2-domain for some k ą n
2
. Since ∇BΩu ¨ N “
∇BΩpu ¨Nq ´∇BΩN ¨ u , by interpolation we find that
}∇BΩu ¨N}Hk´0.5pBΩq ď}u ¨N}Hk`0.5pBΩq`}∇BΩN ¨ u}Hk´0.5pBΩq
ď}u ¨N}Hk`0.5pBΩq`Cp|BΩ|Hk`1.5q}u}HkpΩq
ď}u ¨N}Hk`0.5pBΩq`Cp|BΩ|Hk`1.5 , δq}u}L2pΩq`δ}u}Hk`1pΩq.
Hence, by choosing δ ą 0 small enough we conclude that there exists a generic constant C “
Cp|BΩ|Hk`1.5q such that
}u}Hk`1pΩq ď C
”
}u}L2pΩq ` }curlu}HkpΩq ` }divu}HkpΩq ` }u ¨N}Hk`0.5pBΩq
ı
.
Similarly, we also have that
}u}Hk`1pΩq ď C
”
}u}L2pΩq ` }curlu}HkpΩq ` }divu}HkpΩq ` }u ˆN}Hk`0.5pBΩq
ı
for some constant C “ Cp|BΩ|Hk`1.5q.
5. The Proof of Theorem 1.1
We begin with the following problem: find a vector field v such that
curlv “ f in Ω , (102a)
divv “ g in Ω , (102b)
v ¨N “ h on BΩ . (102c)
From the divergence theorem and the fact that div curl “ 0 , we must require that
divf “ 0 and
ż
Ω
g dx “
ż
BΩ
h dS . (103)
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Since g and h satisfy the solvability condition (103), there exists a solution φ to the Poisson
equation with Neumann boundary conditions:
∆φ “ g in Ω , (104a)
Bφ
BN “ h on BΩ . (104b)
Let u “ v ´∇φ. Then u satisfies
curlu “ f in Ω , (105a)
divu “ 0 in Ω , (105b)
u ¨N “ 0 on BΩ . (105c)
Hence, if (105) is solvable, then there exists a solution to (102).
5.1. Uniqueness of the solution. We show that under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, the
solution to (102) is unique. We first assume that Ω is a bounded convex domain. (Note that a
convex set must be simply connected.) If ϕ P C 2pΩq X C 1pΩq, then for all u P H1pΩq,ż
Ω
curlu ¨ curlϕ dx “
ż
Ω
u ¨ curlcurlϕ dx`
ż
BΩ
pNˆ uq ¨ curlϕ dS
“
ż
Ω
u ¨ p´∆ϕ`∇divϕq dx`
ż
BΩ
pNˆ uq ¨ curlϕ dS
“
ż
Ω
u ¨ p´∆ϕ`∇divϕq dx`
ż
BΩ
” Bϕ
BN ¨ u ´ u
kNjϕ
j ,k
ı
dS
“
ż
Ω
p∇u :∇ϕ´ divudivϕq dx`
ż
BΩ
”
pu ¨Nqdivϕ´ ukNjϕj ,k
ı
dS .
Using the notation introduced in the proof of Lemma 4.1, in any local chart pU , ϑq we have on BΩ,
pukNjϕj ,k q ˝ ϑ “ ruk rNj` rϕj ,n rNk ` gαβ rϕj ,α ϑk,β ˘
“ pru ¨ rNqp rϕj ,n rNjq ` gαβpru ¨ ϑ,β qp rϕ ¨ rNq,α´gαβpru ¨ ϑ,β qrN,α ¨ rϕ
“ pru ¨ rNqp rϕj ,n rNjq ` gαβpru ¨ ϑ,β qp rϕ ¨ rNq,α´gαβgγδbαγpru ¨ ϑ,β qp rϕ ¨ ϑ,δ q ,
so that using (84b),ż
Ω
curlu ¨ curlϕ dx “
ż
Ω
p∇u : ∇ϕ´ divudivϕq dx
`
ż
BΩ
pu ¨Nq
”
divBΩpPNKϕq ` 2Hpϕ ¨Nq
ı
dS (106)
`
Kÿ
m“1
ż
BΩXUm
ζm
“
gαβm g
γδ
m bmαγ
`pu ˝ ϑmq ¨ ϑm,β q˘`pϕ ˝ ϑmq ¨ ϑm,δ q‰ ˝ ϑ´1m dS
´
Kÿ
m“1
ż
BΩXUm
ζm
“
gαβm
`pu ˝ ϑmq ¨ ϑm,β ˘`pϕ ¨Nq ˝ ϑm˘,α ‰ ˝ ϑ´1m dS .
Therefore, if v1, v2 P H1pΩq are two solutions to (102), then v “ v1 ´ v2 satisfies
}curlv}2L2pΩq ` }divv}2L2pΩq
“ }∇v}2L2pΩq `
Kÿ
m“1
ż
BΩXUm
ζm
“
gαβm g
γδ
m bmαγ
`pv ˝ ϑmq ¨ ϑm,β q˘`pv ˝ ϑmq ¨ ϑm,δ q‰ ˝ ϑ´1m dS .
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Since Ω is convex, gαβm g
γδ
m bmαγ is non-negative definite for all m; thus the Poincare´ inequality (26)
shows that for some constant c ą 0,
c}v}2H1pΩq ď }∇v}2L2pΩq ď }curlv}2L2pΩq ` }divv}2L2pΩq “ 0
which implies that v “ 0. In other words, the H1-solution to (102) must be unique if Ω is bounded
and convex.
Now we assume the more general case that Ω is a simply connected open set, and that there are
two solutions v1 and v2 in H
1pΩq. Then v “ v1 ´ v2 satisfies curlv “ 0 in Ω. By the simple
connectedness of Ω, v must be of the form v “ ∇p for some scalar potential p. Then the equation
curlv “ 0 in Ω , (107a)
divv “ 0 in Ω , (107b)
v ¨N “ 0 on BΩ , (107c)
has only the trivial solution v “ 0. In other words, if Ω is the disjoint union of simply connected
open sets, then equation (2) with boundary condition (4) has a unique solution.
5.2. Existence of solutions. We solve (105) by finding a solution u of the form u “ curlw for a
divergence-free vector field w . Indeed, if such a w exists, then using (90), w must solve
´∆w “ f in Ω , (108a)
divw “ 0 in Ω , (108b)
curlw ¨N “ 0 on BΩ . (108c)
We note that if w is sufficiently smooth, then the divergence-free condition (108b) can instead be
treated as a boundary condition
divw “ 0 on BΩ . (108b’)
In fact, taking the divergence of (108a) we find that
∆divw “ divf “ 0 in Ω ,
where we use the solvability condition (103) to establish the last equality; thus if w satisfies (108a,b’),
w automatically has zero divergence. In other words, we may instead assume that w satisfies
(108a,b’,c). Our goal next is to find some suitable boundary condition to replace (108b’,c).
5.2.1. The case that Ω “ Bp0, Rq. Now we assume that Ω “ Bp0, Rq for some R ą 0. Having
obtained (84b) and (84c), in order to achieve (108b’,c) it is natural to consider the case PNKw “ 0.
In other words, we consider the following elliptic problem (with a non-standard boundary condition)
´∆w “ f in Ω , (109a)
PNKw “ 0 on BΩ , (109b)
Bw
BN ¨N` 2Hpw ¨Nq “ 0 on BΩ , (109c)
where we remark that H “ R´1 is a positive constant. We also note that (108b’) and (108c) are
direct consequence of (109b,c), and (89) shows that (109c) is in fact a Robin boundary condition forrw3. The goal is to find a solution to (109) in the Hilbert space
H1τ pΩq ”
 
w P H1pΩq ˇˇPNKw “ 0 on BΩ( “  w P H1pΩq ˇˇw ˆN “ 0 on BΩ( .
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In order to solve (109), we find the weak formulation first, and this amounts to computingż
BΩ
Bw
BN ¨ϕ dS. If ϕ P H
1
τ pΩq, then ϕ “ pϕ ¨NqN; thus, if w satisfies (109c), then for all ϕ P H1τ pΩq,
´
ż
BΩ
Bw
BN ¨ ϕ dS “ ´
ż
BΩ
”Bw
BN ¨N
ı
pϕ ¨Nq dS “ 2
ż
BΩ
Hpw ¨Nqpϕ ¨Nq dS . (110)
Using (110), we can state the following
Definition 5.1. A vector-valued function w P H1τ pΩq is said to be a weak solution of (109) ifż
Ω
∇w :∇ϕ dx`2
ż
BΩ
Hpw ¨Nqpϕ ¨Nq dS “pf ,ϕqL2pΩq @ϕ PH1τ pΩq , (111)
where ∇w : ∇ϕ “ w i,j ϕ i,j.
Since H ą 0, the left-hand side of (111) obviously defines a bounded, coercive bilinear form on
H1τ pΩq ˆ H1τ pΩq. In fact, using Poincare´’s inequality (26) we find that for some generic constant
c ą 0, ż
Ω
∇w : ∇wdx` 2
ż
BΩ
Hpw ¨Nqpw ¨Nq dS ě c}w}2H1pΩq w P H1τ pΩq ;
hence by the Lax-Milgram theorem, there exists a unique w P H1τ pΩq satisfying the weak formulation
(111) and the basic energy estimate
}w}H1pΩq ď C}f }L2pΩq . (112)
Before proceeding, we establish the corresponding regularity theory for equation (109).
Lemma 5.2. Let Ω “ Bp0, Rq Ď R3 for some R ą 0. Then for all f P Hℓ´1pΩq for some ℓ ě 1, the
weak solution w to (109) in fact belongs to Hℓ`1pΩq, and satisfies
}w}Hℓ`1pΩq ď C}f }Hℓ´1pΩq . (113)
Proof. As the proof of Theorem 3.5 we prove this lemma by induction. The weak solution w indeed
belongs to H1pΩq satisfies (112). Assume that w P HjpΩq for some j ď ℓ. If χ is a smooth cut-off
function so that sptpχqĂĂΩ, the same computation as in the proof of Theorem 3.5 (with ajk “ δjk)
shows that
}χ∇j`1w}L2pΩq ď C
”
}f }Hj´1pΩq ` }w}HjpΩq
ı
, (114)
where the constant C depends on the distance between the support of χ and BΩ.
Now we focus on the estimate of w near BΩ. Let tζm,Um, ϑmuKm“1 be defined as in the proof of
Theorem 1.3, and gαβ “ ϑm,α ¨ϑm,β . Define
ϕ1 “ p´1qjζmN
“
ΛǫB 2jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq‰ ˝ ϑ´1m ,
where rζm “ ζm ˝ ϑm, rwm “ w ˝ ϑ and rN “ N ˝ ϑ. Since PNKϕ1 “ 0, ϕ1 can be used as a test
function in (111). Similar to the computations in Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we find thatż
Ω
∇w :∇ϕ1 dxě 1
2
››∇B jΛǫprζm rwm¨ rNq››2L2pB`mq´C}u}HjpΩq”››B jΛǫprζm rwm¨ rNq››H1pB`mq`}u}HjpΩqı
ě 1
2
››∇B jΛǫprζm rwm¨ rNq››2L2pB`mq´Cδ}w}2HjpΩq´δ››B jΛǫprζm rwm¨ rNq››H1pB`mq , (115)
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Now we focus on the term
ż
BΩ
Hpw ¨Nqpϕ1 ¨Nq dS. Making a change of variable and integrating
by parts, we find thatż
BΩ
Hpw ¨Nqpϕ1 ¨Nq dS “
ż
ty3“0u
B jΛǫ
“?
gHprζm rwm ¨ rNq‰B j`Λǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq˘ dS
“
ż
ty3“0u
BΛǫ
“?
gHB j´1prζm rwm ¨ rNq‰B j`Λǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq˘ dS
`
j´1ÿ
k“1
´j´1
k
ż¯
ty3“0u
BΛǫ
“Bkp?gHqB j´1´kprζm rwm¨ rNq‰B j`Λǫprζm rwm¨ rNq˘ dS .
Using the commutator notation JA,BKf “ ApBfq ´BpAfq,ż
BΩ
Hpw ¨Nqpϕ1 ¨Nq dS “
ż
ty3“0u
?
gH
ˇˇB jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNqˇˇ2dS
`
ż
ty3“0u
“B p?gHqB j´1Λǫprζm rwm ¨ rN˘‰B j`Λǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq˘ dS
`
ż
ty3“0u
B “qΛǫ,?gHyB j´1prζm rwm ¨ rNq‰B jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq dS (116)
`
j´1ÿ
k“1
´j´1
k
¯ż
ty3“0u
Λǫ
“B kp?gHqB j´kprζm rwm ¨ rNq‰B j`Λǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq˘ dS
`
j´1ÿ
k“1
´j´1
k
¯ż
ty3“0u
Λǫ
“B k`1p?gHqB j´1´kprζm rwm ¨ rNq‰B j`Λǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq˘ dS .
The commutator estimate (29) and interpolation, as well as Young’s inequality, show thatż
ty3“0u
B “qΛǫ,?gHyB j´1prζm rwm ¨ rNq‰B jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq dS
ě ´C››B j´1Λǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq››L2pty3“0uq››B jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq››L2pty3“0uq
ě ´Cδ}w}2HjpΩq ´ δ
››B jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq››2H1pBp0,rmqq .
Using Ho¨lder’s inequality to estimate the other terms we obtain thatż
BΩ
Hpw ¨Nqpϕ1 ¨Nq dS ě
ż
ty3“0u
?
gH
ˇˇB jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNqˇˇ2dS
´ Cδ}w}2HjpΩq ´ δ
››B jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq››2H1pBp0,rmqq.
(117)
Moreover, it is easy to see thatż
Ω
f ¨ϕ1 dx ď C}f }HjpΩq
››B j`1Λǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq››L2pBp0,rmqq
ď Cδ}f }2L2pΩq ` δ
››B j`1Λǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq››2L2pBp0,rmqq . (118)
Combining (115), (117) and (118),››∇B jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq››2L2pB`mq`
ż
ty3“0u
?
gH
ˇˇB jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNqˇˇ2dS
ďCδ
”
}f }2L2pΩq`}w}2HjpΩq
ı
`δ››B jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq››2H1pBp0,rmqq.
(119)
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Using Poincare´’s inequality, there exists a constant c ą 0 such that
c}B jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq}2H1pΩq ď ››∇B jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq››2L2pB`mq`
ż
ty3“0u
?
gH
ˇˇB jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNqˇˇ2dS ,
so by choosing δ ą 0 small enough we find that››B jΛǫprζm rwm ¨ rNq››H1pB`mq ď C”}f }L2pΩq ` }w}HjpΩqı .
Since the right-hand side of the estimate above is independent of ǫ, we can pass ǫ to the limit and
obtain that ››B jprζm rwm ¨ rNq››H1pB`mq ď C”}f }L2pΩq ` }w}HjpΩqı . (120)
The estimate above provides the regularity of w in the normal direction.
To see the regularity of the tangential component of w , an alternative test function has to be
employed. Define
ϕ2 “ p´1qjζmNˆ
“
ΛǫB 2jΛǫprζm rwm ˆ rNq‰ ˝ ϑ´1m .
We note that since w ˆN “ 0 on BΩ, ϕ2 “ 0 on BΩ so ϕ2 may be used as a test function. Since
u ¨ pv ˆwq “ pu ˆ vq ¨w , with J and A denoting detp∇ϑmq and p∇ϑmq´1 respectively, using brs to
denote JArkA
s
k we find thatż
Ω
∇w : ∇ϕ2 dx “ p´1qj
ż
B
`
m
brs rw im,s “rζm rNˆΛǫB 2jΛǫprζm rwmˆ rNq‰i,r dy
“ p´1qj
ż
B
`
m
brsprζm rw im,sˆrNqiΛǫB 2jΛǫprζm rwmˆ rNqi,r dy
` p´1qj
ż
B
`
m
brs rw im,s “prζm rNq,rˆΛǫB 2jΛǫprζm rwmˆ rNq‰idy
“
ż
B
`
m
B jΛǫ
“
brsprζm rwmˆ rNqi,s ‰B jΛǫprζm rwmˆ rNqi,r dy
´
ż
B
`
m
B jΛǫ
“
brs
`prζm,s rw ,mˆrNqi`prζm rw ,mˆrN,sqi ‰˘B jΛǫprζm rwmˆ rNqi,r dy
`
ż
B
`
m
B jΛǫbrs
“ rw im,sˆprζm rNq,r ‰B jΛǫprζm rwmˆ rNqidy .
Similar to the procedure of deriving (46), by Leibniz’s rule,ż
B
`
m
B jΛǫbrsprζm rwm ˆ rNqi,s B jΛǫprζm rwm ˆ rNqi,r dy
“
ż
B
`
m
brsB jΛǫprζm rwm ˆ rNqi,s B jΛǫprζm rwm ˆ rNqi,r dy
`
ż
B
`
m
BbrsB j´1Λǫprζm rwm ˆ rNqi,s B jΛǫprζm rwm ˆ rNqi,r dy
`
ż
B
`
m
Bqbrs,ΛǫyB j´1prζm rwm ˆ rNqi,s B jΛǫprζm rwm ˆ rNqi,r dy
`
j´2ÿ
k“0
´j ´ 1
k
¯ ż
B
`
m
BΛǫ
“B j´1´kbrsB kprζm rwm ˆ rNqi,s ‰B jΛǫprζm rwm ˆ rNqi,r dy .
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Since tϑmuMm“1 is chosen so that A « Id, brs is positive-definitive. As a consequence, by the
commutator estimate (29) and Young’s inequality,ż
Ω
∇w : ∇ϕ2 dx ě 1
2
››B j∇Λǫprζm rwmˆ rNq››2L2pB`mq
´ C››B j´1∇Λǫprζm rwmˆ rNq››L2pB`mq››B j∇Λǫprζm rwmˆ rNq››L2pB`mq
ě 1
4
››B j∇Λǫprζm rwmˆ rNq››2L2pB`mq´C}w}2HjpΩq.
On the other hand,ż
Ω
f ¨ ϕ2 dx ď C}f }Hj´1pΩq
››B j`1Λǫprζm rwmˆ rNq››L2pBp0,rmqq
ď Cδ}f }2L2pΩq ` δ
››B j`1Λǫprζm rwmˆ rNq››2L2pBp0,rmqq ;
thus using ϕ2 as a test function in (111) and choosing δ ą 0 small enough, by the fact thatż
BΩ
Hpw ¨Nqpϕ2 ¨Nq dS “ 0 we conclude that››B jΛǫprζm rwmˆ rNq››H1pB`mq ď C”}f }L2pΩq ` }w}HjpΩqı . (121)
Since the right-hand side is ǫ-independent, we can pass ǫ to the limit and obtain that››B jprζm rwmˆ rNq››H1pB`mq ď C”}f }L2pΩq ` }w}HjpΩqı . (122)
The estimate above provides the regularity of w in the tangential direction.
Since every vector u can be expressed as u “ rNˆ pu ˆ rNq ` pu ¨ rNq rN, the combination of (120)
and (122) then shows that››rζmB j rwm››H1pB`mq ď C”}f }L2pΩq ` }w}HjpΩqı .
Finally, we follow Step 4 of Theorem 3.5 or Step 3 of Theorem 3.6 to conclude that››rζm∇j rwm››H1pB`mq ď C”}f }L2pΩq ` }w}HjpΩqı . (123)
Estimate (113) is concluded from combining the H1-estimate (112), the interior estimate (114) and
the boundary estimate (123). ˝
5.2.2. The case that Ω is a general Hk`1-domain. If Ω is a generalHk`1-domain, the mean curvature
H can be negative on some portion of BΩ, leading to a problematic Robin boundary condition (109c),
with the wrong sign. To overcome this difficulty, we instead consider a similar problem defined on
a ball containing Ω.
Let Bp0, Rq be an open ball so that ΩĂĂBp0, Rq, and let F denote a divergence-free vector field
on Bp0, Rq such that F “ f in Ω; that is, F is a divergence-free extension of f . For a vector field
f P L2pΩq, such an F (in Bp0, RqzΩ) can be obtained by first solving the elliptic equation
∆φ “ 0 in Bp0, RqzΩ , (124a)
Bφ
BN “ f ¨N on BΩ , (124b)
Bφ
BN “ 0 on BBp0, Rq , (124c)
and setting F “ ∇φ on Bp0, RqzΩ. We note that (124) is solvable if the solvability condition (3)
holds. To see this, let Ωi be one of the connected component of Ω, and let Oi be one of bounded
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connected components of ΩAi with boundary Γi. Then Γi must be one of the connected component
of BΩ, and (124) implies that in particular,
∆φ “ 0 in Oi ,
Bφ
BN “ f ¨N on Γi .
Therefore, (3) has to be satisfied in order for the above equation to be solvable. We also note
that F P L2pBp0, Rqq even if f P Hℓ´1pΩq; thus F must be less regular than f due to the lack of
continuity of the derivatives of F across BΩ.
Next, consider the following elliptic system:
´∆w “ F in Bp0, Rq , (125a)
PNKw “ 0 on BBp0, Rq , (125b)
Bw
BN ¨N` 2Hpw ¨Nq “ 0 on BBp0, Rq . (125c)
By Lemma 5.2, there exists a strong solution w P H2pBp0, Rqq to (125) (so that (125) also holds in
a pointwise sense).
Now we show that w has zero divergence. Let d “ divw P H1pBp0, Rqq. We claim that d is a
weak solution to
∆d “ 0 in Bp0, Rq , (126a)
d “ 0 on BBp0, Rq ; (126b)
that is, d P H10 pBp0, Rqq and d satisfiesż
Bp0,Rq
∇d ¨∇ϕdx “ 0 @ ϕ P H10 pBp0, Rqq . (127)
The boundary condition d “ 0 on BBp0, Rq is obvious because of (84b) and (125b,c). To see (127),
we note that it suffices to show that ∆d “ 0 in the sense of distribution, since DpBp0, Rqq is dense
in H10 pBp0, Rqq. Let ϕ P DpBp0, Rqq, and define ψ “ ∇ϕ. Then ψ P DpBp0, Rqq, and
´
ż
Bp0,Rq
∆w ¨ ψ dx “
ż
Bp0,Rq
F ¨ψ dx “
ż
Bp0,RqzΩ
F ¨∇ϕdx`
ż
Ω
f ¨∇ϕdx
“
ż
BΩ
pf ¨N´ BφBNqϕdS “ 0 .
On the other hand, since w P H2pBp0, Rqq, we have d P H1pBp0, Rqq and
´
ż
Bp0,Rq
∆w ¨ ψ dx “
ż
Bp0,Rq
∇w : ∇ψ dx “
ż
Bp0,Rq
w i,j ϕ,ij dx
“ ´
ż
Bp0,Rq
d,j ϕ,j dx “ ´
ż
Bp0,Rq
∇d ¨∇ϕdx ;
thus we conclude (127). Therefore, d is the weak solution to (126) and so d must vanish in Ω which
implies that divw “ 0 in Ω. Finally, sincew P H2pΩq, applying (90), we find that v “ curlw P H1pΩq
satisfies curlv “ f in Ω.
So far, we have shown that there exists v P H1pBp0, Rqq satisfying
curlv “ F in Bp0, Rq ,
divv “ 0 in Bp0, Rq ,
v ¨N “ 0 on BBp0, Rq ,
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which in particular shows that curlv “ f in Ω. It is not clear that if v possesses better regularity,
however, since v has been constructed using a non-smooth forcing function F . Let p be the H2-
solution to the elliptic equation
∆p “ 0 in Ω ,
Bp
BN “ ´v ¨N on BΩ ,
and define u “ v `∇p; then, u is a solution to (105). We note that u P H1pΩq and satisfies
}u}H1pΩq ď }v}H1pΩq ` }∇p}H1pΩq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q}w}H2pΩq
ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q}f }L2pΩq . (128)
In the following lemma, we show that while v and ∇p both have low regularity, in fact, their sum,
u , possesses Hℓ-regularity if f P Hℓ´1pΩq for some ℓ ě 2.
Lemma 5.3. Let Ω Ď R3 be a bounded Hk`1-domain for some k ą 3
2
. Then for all f P Hℓ´1pΩq
for some 1 ď ℓ ď k, there exists a solution u P HℓpΩq to (105) satisfying
}u}HℓpΩq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q}f }Hℓ´1pΩq . (129)
Proof. We again show that u P HℓpΩq by induction. We have shown the validity of the lemma for the
case that ℓ “ 1. Now suppose that ℓ ě 2 and u P HjpΩq for some j ď ℓ´1. Since u “ curlw P H1pΩq
satisfies (105b,c), using (106) we find that u satisfiesż
Ω
curlu ¨ curlϕ dx “
ż
Ω
∇u : ∇ϕ dx´
ż
BΩ
h ¨ϕ dS @ϕ P H1npΩq ,
where in local chart pU , ϑq h is given by h ˝ ϑ “ ´gαβgγδ“pu ˝ ϑq ¨ ϑ,β ‰bαγ ϑ,δ. On the other hand,ż
Ω
f ¨ curlϕ dx “
ż
Ω
εijkf
iϕk,j dx “ ´
ż
Ω
εijkf
i,j ϕ
kdx`
ż
BΩ
εijkf
iNjϕ
kdS
“
ż
Ω
curlf ¨ ϕ dx`
ż
BΩ
pf ˆNq ¨ ϕ dS @ϕ P H1pΩq.
Using (105a), we find that u satisfiesż
Ω
∇u : ∇ϕ dx “
ż
Ω
curlf ¨ϕ dx`
ż
BΩ
pf ˆN` hq ¨ ϕ dS @ϕ P H1npΩq ;
thus, u is a weak solution of the following elliptic system:
´∆u “ curl f in Ω , (130a)
u ¨N “ 0 on BΩ , (130b)
PNK
´ Bu
BN ´ f ˆN´ h
¯
“ 0 on BΩ . (130c)
Let us first assume that k ě 3. Then k ´ 1.5 ą 1 “ 2
2
. Moreover, j ´ 0.5 ď k ´ 1.5 ; thus
Proposition 2.7 shows that
}h}Hj´0.5pBΩq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5q}b}Hk´1.5pty3“0uq}u}Hj´0.5pBΩq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5 q}u}HjpΩq . (131)
Therefore, by Corollary 3.7 (with ajk “ δjk and w “ N) we conclude that
}u}Hj`1pΩq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5q
”
}curl f }Hj´1pΩq ` }f ˆN` h}Hj´0.5pBΩq
ı
ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5q
”
}f }HjpΩq ` }u}HjpΩq
ı
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which implies u P Hj`1pΩq. Estimate (129) then is concluded from estimate (128), interpolation
and Young’s inequality.
The case that k “ 2 (and ℓ “ 2) is a bit tricky. In this case (131) cannot be applied since b,u both
belong to H0.5pBΩq while H0.5pBΩq is not a multiplicative algebra. To see why u indeed belongs to
H2pΩq if f P H1pΩq, let uǫ to be the solution to
λu ǫ ´∆uǫ “ curl f ` λu in Ω , (132a)
u ǫ ¨N “ 0 on BΩ , (132b)
PNK
´Buǫ
BN ´ f ˆN´ hǫ
¯
“ 0 on BΩ , (132c)
where u on the right-hand side of (132a) is the solution to (105), hǫ is a smooth version of h given
by
hǫ “ ´
Kÿ
m“1
ζm
”
gαβm g
γδ
m
`pu ǫ ˝ ϑmq ¨ ϑm,β ˘pΛǫbmαγqϑm,δ ı ˝ ϑ´1m
in which Λǫ is the horizontal convolution defined in Section 2.5, and λ " 1 is a big constant so that
the bilinear form
Bpuǫ,ϕq “ λpu ǫ,ϕqL2pΩq ` p∇u ǫ,∇ϕqL2pΩq `
ż
BΩ
hε ¨ϕ dS
is coercive on H1npΩq ˆH1npΩq. Since Λǫbm is smooth, we find that hǫ P H0.5pBΩq satisfying
}hǫ}H0.5pBΩq ď Cp|BΩ|H2.5 q
”
}B yϑm}6H1.25pBp0,rmqXty3“0uq}Λǫbm}H1.25pBp0,rmqXty3“0uq}uǫ}H0.5pBΩq
ı
ď Cǫ}uǫ}H1pΩq ď Cǫ
”
}f }L2pΩq ` λ}u}L2pΩq
ı
ď Cǫ}f }L2pΩq ,
where the dependence on ǫ in the constant Cǫ is due to the horizontal convolution Λǫ. As a sequence,
uǫ P H2pΩq, and this fact further shows that hǫ satisfies
}hǫ}H0.5pBΩq ď Cp|BΩ|H2.5 q
”
}B yϑm}6H1.25pBp0,rmqXty3“0uq}bm}H0.5pBp0,rmqXty3“0uq}uǫ}H1.25pBΩq
ı
ď Cp|BΩ|H2.5 q}u ǫ}H1.75pΩq ď Cp|BΩ|H2.5 q}uǫ}
1
4
H1pΩq}uǫ}
3
4
H2pΩq .
By Young’s inequality, we find that that uǫ satisfies
}uǫ}H2pΩq ď Cp|BΩ|q
”
}curlf }L2pΩq ` }f ˆN` hǫ}H0.5pBΩq
ı
ď Cp|BΩ|H2.5 , δq}f }H1pΩq ` δ}uǫ}H2pΩq .
Choosing δ ą 0 small enough, we conclude that uǫ has a uniform H2 upper bound and possesses an
H1 convergent subsequence u ǫj with limit v . This limit v must be u since u is also a weak solution
to (132) and the strong solution to (132) is unique (by the Lax-Milgram theorem). Moreover, u
satisfies (129) (for ℓ “ 2). ˝
Lemma 5.3 together with the elliptic estimate
}∇φ}Hj`1pΩq ď C
“}g}HjpΩq ` }h}Hj´0.5pBΩq‰
for the solution φ to (104) then concludes the first part of Theorem 1.1.
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5.3. Solutions with prescribed tangential trace. Having considered the boundary condition
v ¨N “ h, we now establish the existence and uniqueness of the following problem:
curlv “ f in Ω , (133a)
divv “ g in Ω , (133b)
v ˆN “ h on BΩ , (133c)
in which (133c) prescribes the tangential trace of v . We impose the following conditions on the
forcing functions f and h :
divf “ 0 in Ω, f satisfies (3), and h ¨N “ 0 on BΩ . (134a)
Moreover, using (84c) and the identity Nˆ pv ˆNq “ v ´ pv ¨NqN on BΩ, we find that f and h
must have the relation
f ¨N “ divBΩh on BΩ . p134bq
For (133) to have a solution, one additional solvability condition has to be imposed. Let u be a
solution to (105), and φ be the solution to
∆φ “ g in Ω ,
φ “ 0 on BΩ .
Then w “ v ´ u ´∇φ satisfies
curlw “ 0 in Ω , (135a)
divw “ 0 in Ω , (135b)
w ˆN “ h ´ u ˆN on BΩ . (135c)
Taking the cross product of N with (135c), we find that
w ´ pw ¨NqN “ Nˆ h ´ “u ´ pu ¨NqN‰ on BΩ .
If C is a closed curve on BΩ enclosing a surface Σ Ď Ω so that C “ BΣ with a parametrization r and
n is the unit normal on Σ compatible with the orientation of C, then the Stokes theorem implies
that
0 “
ż
Σ
curlw ¨n dS “
¿
C
w ¨dr “
¿
C
rw ´ pw ¨NqNs ¨dr “
¿
C
pNˆ h ´ uq ¨dr
“
¿
C
pNˆ hq ¨dr´
ż
Σ
curlu ¨ n dS “
¿
C
pNˆ hq ¨dr ´
ż
Σ
f ¨ n dS ,
As a consequence, ż
Σ
f ¨ n dS “
¿
BΣ
pNˆ hq ¨ dr @Σ Ď Ω, BΣ Ď BΩ . p134cq
Conditions (134a), (134b) and (134c) constitute the solvability conditions for equation (133). We re-
mark that (134c) follows from (134b) if Ω is simply connected; however, if Ω is not simply connected,
then (134c) is not necessarily true even if (134b) holds.
5.3.1. Uniqueness of solutions. The kernel of the tangential trace problem (133) has been well stud-
ied in [13, 14, 17, 6, 2, 15, 5] and references therein. We shall establish uniqueness for the case
that Ω is of class Hk`1 for some k ą 3
2
. Without loss of generality, we can assume that Ω is a
connected bounded open set. We let tΓiuIi“0 denote the connected components of BΩ in which Γ0
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is the boundary of the unbounded connected component of ΩA. To establish uniqueness of solutions
to (133), we look for solutions to the equation
curlv “ 0 in Ω , (136a)
divv “ 0 in Ω , (136b)
v ˆN “ 0 on BΩ . (136c)
If I ě 1 (which means BΩ has multiple connected components), let triuIi“1 solve
´∆ri “ 0 in Ω , (137a)
ri “ 0 on Γ0 , (137b)
ri is constant on Γj @ 1 ď j ď I , (137c)ż
Γj
B ri
BNdS “ δij ,
ż
Γ0
B ri
BNdS “ ´1 , (137d)
whose existence is guaranteed by the Lax-Milgram theorem applied to the variational problemż
Ω
∇ri ¨∇ϕdx “ ϕ
ˇˇ
Γi
@ ϕ P  q P H1pΩq ˇˇ q|Γ0 “ 0 and q is constant on each Γi for all 1 ď i ď I( . (138)
In fact, let ri be the solution to the variation problem above. Define C
ℓ
i “ ri
ˇˇ
Γℓ
, and let qi be the
solution to (7). Then qi P Hk`1pΩq by Corollary 3.8. Moreover, ri ´ Cℓi qℓ P H10 pΩq can be used as
a test function in (138); thus ż
Ω
∇ri ¨∇pri ´ Cℓi qℓqdx “ 0 .
As a consequence,ż
Ω
∇pri ´ Cji qjq ¨∇pri ´ Cℓi qℓqdx “ ´Cji
ż
Ω
∇qj ¨∇pri ´ Cℓi qℓqdx
“ ´Cji
ż
BΩ
B qj
BNridS ` C
j
iC
ℓ
i
ż
BΩ
Bqj
BNqℓdS “ ´C
j
iC
ℓ
i
ż
Γℓ
B qj
BNdS ` C
j
i C
ℓ
i
ż
Γℓ
Bqj
BNdS “ 0 ;
hence ri ´ Cji qj is a constant. This constant must be zero since ri and qj both vanish on Γ0; thus
we establish the identity
ri “ Cℓi qℓ @ 1 ď i ď I . (139)
Therefore, ri P Hk`1pΩq. Integrating by parts shows that
´
ż
Ω
ϕ∆ri dx`
Iÿ
j“1
ϕ
ˇˇ
Γj
ż
Γj
B ri
BN dS “ ϕ
ˇˇ
Γi
@ϕ P  q P H1pΩq ˇˇ q|Γ0 “ 0 and q is constant on each Γi for all 1 ď i ď I( .
Choosing ϕ P H10 pΩq arbitrarily, we conclude that ri satisfies (137a). Since ϕ can be chosen as an
arbitrary constant on Γk, we must have that
ż
Γj
B ri
BNdS “ δij ; thusż
Γ0
B ri
BNdS “
ż
Γ0
B ri
BNdS `
Iÿ
j“1
ż
Γj
B ri
BNdS ´ 1 “
ż
BΩ
Bri
BNdS ´ 1 “
ż
Ω
∆ridx´ 1 “ ´1 .
In other words, ri satisfies (137d); hence ri is a strong solution to (137). We note that ∇ri is not
identically zero in Ω since ri cannot be constant in Ω.
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Let v P H1pΩq be a solution to (136). Define F P H1pΩq by
F “ v ´
Iÿ
i“1
ˆż
Γi
v ¨NdS
˙
∇ri .
Then curlF “ 0 in Ω. Using (137b,c), we find that
F ˆN “ v ˆN´
Iÿ
i“1
ˆż
Γi
v ¨NdS
˙
p∇ri ˆNq “ ´
Iÿ
i“1
ˆż
Γi
v ¨NdS
˙
p∇BΩri ˆNq “ 0 on BΩ .
Moreover, for 1 ď k ď I,ż
Γk
F ¨NdS “
ż
Γk
v ¨NdS ´
Iÿ
i“1
ˆż
Γi
v ¨NdS
˙ż
Γk
B ri
BNdS “ 0 .
Since divF “ 0 in Ω,ż
Γ0
F ¨NdS “
ż
Γ0
F ¨NdS `
Iÿ
k“1
ż
Γk
F ¨NdS “
ż
BΩ
F ¨NdS “
ż
BΩ
divFdx “ 0 ;
hence, F satisfies (3). Lemma 5.3 then guarantees the existence of a vector ψ P H2pΩq satisfying
curlψ “ F in Ω ,
divψ “ 0 in Ω ,
ψ ¨N “ 0 on BΩ .
As a consequence,
}F }2L2pΩq “
ż
Ω
F ¨ curlψdx “
ż
Ω
curlF ¨ψdx`
ż
BΩ
pNˆ F q ¨ψdS “ 0
which implies that F “ 0. In other words, if v is a solution to (136), then
v “
Iÿ
i“1
ˆż
Γi
v ¨NdS
˙
∇ri in Ω ; (140)
that is, t∇riuIi“1 spans the solution space of (136). Therefore, as long as the boundary of a connected
component of Ω has only one connected component, then only the trivial solution to (136) exists,
and uniqueness is established.
Remark 5.4. The identities (139) and (140) show that t∇qiuIi“1 span the solution space of (136);
see, for example, [14, 17, 6, 2, 15, 5].
5.3.2. Existence of solutions. Let the pair pw , pq denote the solutions to the following elliptic prob-
lems:
∆w “ 0 in Ω ,
w “Nˆ h on BΩ ,
and
∆p “ g ´ divw in Ω ,
p “ 0 on BΩ .
Then pw , pq satisfies
}w}HℓpΩq ` }p}Hℓ`1pΩq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5q
“}g}Hℓ´1pΩq ` }h}Hℓ´0.5pBΩq‰ . (141)
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We note that if u is a solution to the equation
curlu “ f ´ curlw in Ω , (142a)
divu “ 0 in Ω , (142b)
u ˆN “ 0 on BΩ , (142c)
then v “ u `w `∇p is a solution to (133).
We first establish existence of an H1pΩq solution to (142), and then employ our regularity theory
on Sobolev class domains to show that solutions to (133) have the desired HℓpΩq-regularity stated in
Theorem 1.1. We use the following lemma, which is Theorem 3.17 in [2], to establish the existence
of a u P H1pΩq solving (142).
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that Ω Ď R3 is a Lipschitz domain, and tΣjuJj“1 are cuts of Ω; that is, Σj Ď Ω
for all j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ju are connected smooth 2-manifolds with unit normal n such that Ω0 ” Ωz
JŤ
j“1
Σj
is simply connected, where J is the minimal number of cuts required. Then a function F P H1pΩq
satisfies divF “ 0 in Ω, F ¨N “ 0 on BΩ, andż
Σj
F ¨ n dS “ 0 for each cut Σj, 1 ď j ď J ;
if and only if there exists a unique a vector potential u P H1pΩq satisfying
curlu “ F in Ω ,
divu “ 0 in Ω ,
u ˆN “ 0 on BΩ ,ż
Γ
u ¨N dS “ 0 for each connected component Γ of BΩ .
Now we prove the existence of a solution u P H1pΩq to (142). First, noting that our domain
Ω is of class Hk`1 with k ą n
2
, by the Sobolev embedding theorem, Ω is a Lipschitz domain. Let
F “ f ´ curlw . It is clear that divF “ 0 in Ω. By the fact that
h ¨N “ 0, w “ Nˆ h and f ¨N “ divBΩh on BΩ ,
(84c) implies that
F ¨N “ f ¨N´ divBΩpw ˆNq “ f ¨N´ divBΩh “ 0 on BΩ.
Finally, let t denote the unit tangent vector on BΣ such that rn “ t ˆn is the outward pointing unit
normal to Σj . Since f satisfies (134c), using (84c) again we conclude thatż
Σj
F ¨ n dS “
ż
Σj
f ¨ n dS ´
ż
Σj
divΣj pw ˆ nq dS “
ż
Σj
f ¨ n dS ´
ż
BΣj
pw ˆ nq ¨ rn ds
“
ż
Σj
f ¨ n dS ´
ż
BΣj
w ¨ pnˆ rnq ds “ ż
Σj
f ¨ n dS ´
ż
BΣj
w ¨ t ds
“
ż
Σj
f ¨ n dS ´
¿
BΣj
pNˆ hq ¨ dr “ 0 .
Therefore, F satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 5.5, and so we have established the existence of
a solution u P H1pΩq to (142). We next establish the regularity of this solution.
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5.3.3. Regularity of solutions. We follow the proof of Lemma 5.3 to establish the following
Lemma 5.6. Let Ω Ď R3 be a bounded Hk`1-domain for some k ą 3
2
. Then for all pf ,wq P
Hℓ´1pΩq ˆHℓpΩq for some 1 ď ℓ ď k, there exists a solution u P HℓpΩq to (142) satisfying
}u}HℓpΩq ď Cp|BΩ|Hk`0.5q
“}f }Hℓ´1pΩq ` }w}HℓpΩq‰ . (143)
Proof. It suffices to prove the case ℓ ě 2. Using (106) we find that if ϕ P H1τ pΩq,ż
Ω
curlpf ´ curlwq ¨ϕ dx “
ż
BΩ
pf ´ curlwq ¨ pϕˆNq dS `
ż
Ω
f ¨ curlϕ dx “
ż
Ω
curlu ¨ curlϕ dx
“
ż
Ω
∇u : ∇ϕ`
ż
BΩ
pu ¨Nq
”
divBΩϕ` 2Hpϕ ¨Nq
ı
dS
“
ż
Ω
∇u : ∇ϕ dx`
ż
BΩ
2Hpu ¨Nqpϕ ¨Nq dS .
In other words, u is a weak solution of the following elliptic system:
´∆u “ curl f `∆w in Ω , (144a)
u ˆN “ 0 on BΩ , (144b)
Bu
BN ¨N` 2Hpu ¨Nq “ 0 on BΩ . (144c)
Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3, by induction we conclude that u P HℓpΩq satisfies
}u}HℓpΩq ď C}curl f `∆w}Hℓ´2pΩq
which concludes the lemma. ˝
The regularity of u together with the inequality (141) concludes the proof of regularity of the
tangential trace problem, hence we have finished the proof of Theorem 1.1.
6. The Proof of Theorem 1.6
Now we proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.6. We only prove (12) since the proof of (13) is similar.
By assumption BΩ is in a small tubular neighborhood of the normal bundle over BD; hence, there
is height function hpx, tq such that each point on BΩ is given by x` hpxqnpxq, x P BD, where n is
the outward-pointing unit normal to BD. Let ψ : D Ñ R2 solve
∆ψ “ 0 in D ,
ψ “ e` hn on BD ,
where e is the identity map. Then ψ : BD Ñ BΩ, and standard elliptic estimates show that for some
constant C “ Cp|BD|Hk`0.5 q,
}∇ψ ´ Id}HkpDq ď C}h}Hk`0.5pBDq ď Cǫ ! 1 (145)
which further shows that ψ : D Ñ Ω is an Hk`1-diffeomorphism since }h}Hk`0.5pBDq ă ǫ ! 1. We
note that according to the proofs of Corollary 2.10 and Theorem 2.13, there exist generic constants
c1 and C1 independent of |BΩ|Hk`0.5 such that if j ď k ` 1,
c1p1´ ǫq}f}HjpΩq ď }f ˝ ψ}HjpDq ď C1p1` ǫq}f}HjpΩq @ f P HjpΩq . (146)
As a consequence, letting A “ p∇ψq´1 we obtain that
}pcurluq ˝ ψ}HkpDq “ }εijkArjpuk ˝ ψq,r }HkpDq “ }εijkpArj ´ δrj qpuk ˝ ψq,r `εijkpuk ˝ ψq,j }HkpDq
ě }curlpu ˝ ψq}HkpDq ´ C}A´ Id}HkpDq}u ˝ ψ}Hk`1pDq ,
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where the constant C “ Cp|BD|Hk`0.5 q. Therefore,
}curlpu ˝ ψq}HkpDq ď }pcurluq ˝ ψ}HkpDq ` Cǫ}u ˝ ψ}Hk`1pDq
ď C1}curlu}HkpΩq ` pC1 ` Cqǫ}u}Hk`1pΩq . (147a)
Similarly,
}divpu ˝ ψq}HkpDq ď C1}divu}HkpΩq ` pC1 ` Cqǫ}u}Hk`1pΩq . p147bq
Let n be the outward-pointing unit normal to BD. Then by the identity N ˝ ψ “ A
Tn
|ATn | , we find
that
}pN ˝ ψq ´ n}Hk´0.5pBDq ď C2p|BD|Hk`0.5qǫ .
Therefore, in addition to estimate (147a,b), we also have
}∇BDpu ˝ ψq ¨ n}Hk´0.5pBDq ď }∇BDpu ˝ ψq ¨ pN ˝ ψq}Hk´0.5pBDq ` C2ǫ}u}Hk`1pBΩq
ď C1p1` ǫq}∇BΩu ¨N}Hk´0.5pBΩq ` C2ǫ}u}Hk`1pΩq
ď C1}∇BΩu ¨N}Hk´0.5pBΩq ` pC1 ` C2qǫ}u}Hk`1pΩq .
Finally, by Theorem 1.3, there exists a generic constant C3 “ C3p|BD|Hk`0.5q such that
}v}Hk`1pDqďC3
”
}v}L2pDq`}curlv}HkpDq`}divv}HkpDq`}∇BDv ¨ n}Hk´0.5pBDq
ı
@ v P Hk`1pDq .
Letting v “ u ˝ ψ, using (146) and (147) we find that
c1p1´ ǫq}u}Hk`1pΩq ď C3C1
”
}u}L2pΩq`}curlu}HkpΩq`}divu}HkpΩq`}∇BΩu ¨N}Hk´0.5pBΩq
ı
` C3pC1 ` C2 ` Cqǫ}u}Hk`1pΩq @ u P Hk`1pΩq .
Since ǫ ! 1, the last term on the right-hand side can be absorbed by the left-hand side, yielding a
linear inequality. The conclusion of Theorem 1.6 then follows by linear interpolation.
Appendix A. Proofs of the inequalities in Section 2.3
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let p P BΩ. Since BΩ is a C k-surface, there exists a tangent space TpBΩ to
the boundary BΩ at p, and in a neighborhood of p BΩ can be view as a graph of a function φ defined
on that neighborhood. In other words, there exist an (pn´ 1q-dimensional) ball Dpp,Rq Ď TpBΩ and
a C k-map φ : Dpp,Rq Ñ BΩ such that py1, φpy1qq P Rn ˇˇ y1 P Dpp,Rq( Ď BΩ .
Choose an othornormal basis te1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , en´1u on the tangent space TpBΩ such that every y1 P TpBΩ
can be written as y1 “ py1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yn´1q in the sense that y1 “ y1e1`¨ ¨ ¨ yn´1en´1, and let N denote the
inward-pointing unit normal to the tangent plane TpBΩ. Then te1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , en´1,Nu as the orthonormal
basis in Rn. We define ϑ : Bp0, Rq Ñ Rn, where Bp0, Rq is a n-dimensional ball, by
ϑpy1, ynq “ y1 `
`
yn ` φpy1q
˘
N @ y1 P Dpp,Rq , py1, ynq P Bp0, Rq ,
or equivalently,
ϑpy1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynq “
`
y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yn´1, yn ` φpy1q
˘
.
Since TpBΩ is a tangent space, ϑ,α p0q ¨ N “ 0 for all 1 ď α ď n ´ 1; thus φ,α p0q “ 0 for all
1 ď α ď n´ 1. By the continuity of ∇φ, there exists r ą 0 such that
|φ,α py1q| ă ε whenever |y1| ă r and 1 ď α ď n´ 1 .
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It is clear that ϑ is injective on Bp0, rq, and the inverse function theorem implies that ϑ : Bp0, rq Ñ
U :“ ϑpBp0, rqq is a C k-diffeomorphism between open sets Bp0, rq and U . Moreover, ϑ : Bp0, rq X
tyn “ 0u Ñ BΩ and by the choice of N, ϑ : Bp0, rq X tyn ą 0u Ñ Ω. Finally, since
∇ϑpyq “
»——————–
1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1 0
φ,1 py1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ φ,n´1 py1q 1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl ,
we immediately conclude that detp∇ϑq “ 1 and }∇ϑ ´ Id}L8pBp0,rqq ă ε. Therefore, we establish
that for each p P BΩ, there exist ϑ : Bp0, rq Ñ U satisfying
(1) ϑ : Bp0, rq Ñ U is a C k-diffeomorphism;
(2) ϑ : Bp0, rq X tyn “ 0u Ñ U X BΩ;
(3) ϑ : Bp0, rq X tyn ą 0u Ñ U X Ω;
(4) detp∇ϑq “ 1;
(5) }∇ϑ´ Id}L8pBp0,rqq ď ε.
The proposition is concluded by the fact that BΩ is compact. ˝
Proof of Proposition 2.7. We estimate ∇jf∇ℓ´jg for j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ℓ as follows:
(1) If 1 ď j ď n
2
, by the Sobolev inequalities
}w}
L
n
j´σ pΩq
ď Cσ}w}H n2´j`σpΩq (if 0 ă σ ă 1) ,
}w}
L
2n
n´2pj´σq pΩq
ď C}w}Hj´σpΩq ,
we find that
}∇jf∇ℓ´jg}L2pΩq ď }∇jf}
L
n
j´σ pΩq
}∇ℓ´jg}
L
2n
n´2pj´σq pΩq
ď Cσ}f}H n2`σpΩq}g}Hℓ´σpΩq .
(2) If j “ ℓ, by the Sobolev inequality
}w}L8pΩqď Cσ}w}H n2`σpΩq ,
we find that
}∇jf∇ℓ´jg}L2pΩq ď Cσ}f}HℓpΩq}g}H n2`σpΩq .
(3) If
n
2
ă j ă ℓ (this happens only when n
2
ă ℓ ď k), we consider the following two sub-cases:
(a) The case ℓ ď n : Similar to the previous case, by the Sobolev inequalities
}w}
L
2n
n´2pℓ´jq pΩq
ď C}w}Hℓ´jpΩq and }w}L nℓ´j pΩqď C}w}H n2´ℓ`jpΩq ,
we obtain that
}∇jf∇ℓ´jg}L2pΩq ď }∇jf}
L
2n
n´2pℓ´jq pΩq
}∇ℓ´jg}
L
n
ℓ´j pΩq
ď C}f}HℓpΩq}g}H n2 pΩq .
(b) The case n ă ℓ ď k : If j ą k´ n
2
, by the Sobolev inequalities
}w}
L
2n
n´2pk´jq pΩq
ď C}w}Hk´jpΩq and }w}L nk´j pΩqď C}w}H n2´k`jpΩq ,
we obtain that
}∇jf∇ℓ´jg}L2pΩq ď }∇jf}
L
2n
n´2pk´jq pΩq
}∇ℓ´jg}
L
n
k´j pΩq
ď C}f}HkpΩq}g}H n2´k`ℓpΩq .
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Now suppose that
n
2
ă j ď k´ n
2
. Note that if 0 ă σ ă 1
2
,
}w}
H
n
2
`σpΩq
ď Cσ}w}W j,8pΩq ď Cσ}w}HkpΩq ,
}w}
H
n
2
´k`ℓpΩq
ď C}w}Hℓ´jpΩq ď C}w}Hℓ´σpΩq .
Therefore, by the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev interpolation inequality we obtain that
}∇jf∇ℓ´jg}L2pΩq ď }f}W j,8pΩq}g}Hℓ´jpΩq
ď Cσ}f}1´αj
H
n
2
`σpΩq
}f}αj
HkpΩq
}g}αj
H
n
2
´k`ℓpΩq
}g}1´αj
Hℓ´σpΩq
for some αj P p0, 1q; thus Young’s inequality implies that
}∇jf∇ℓ´jg}L2pΩq ď Cσ
”
}f}
H
n
2
`σpΩq
}g}Hℓ´σpΩq ` }f}HkpΩq}g}H n2´k`ℓpΩq
ı
.
Summing over all the possible ℓ, we conclude that for 0 ă σ ă 1
2
,
ℓÿ
j“1
}∇jf∇ℓ´jg}L2pΩq ď
$&%
Cσ}f}H n2`σpΩq}g}Hℓ´σpΩq if ℓ ď
n
2
,
Cσ
”
}f}
H
n
2
`σpΩq
}g}Hℓ´σpΩq ` }f}HkpΩq}g}H n2`σpΩq
ı
otherwise .
Estimate (15) is then concluded by the fact that for all σ P `0, 1
4
˘
,
n
2
` σ ď k and n
2
` σ ď ℓ´ σ if (in addition) ℓ ą n
2
.
Finally, we conclude estimate (16) by an additional estimate
}f∇ℓg}L2pOq ď }f}L8pOq}g}HℓpOq ď C}f}HkpOq}g}HℓpOq . ˝
Proof of Corollary 2.10. By the definition of determinant, inequality (16) shows that
}J}HkpOq ď C}∇ψ}nHkpOq .
By the Sobolev embedding HkpOq Ď C 0,αpOq, we find that J is uniformly continuous on O.
Since J ‰ 0 in O (by the virtue of that ψ being a diffeomorphism), }1{J}L8pOq ă 8 and |J | ě
1{}1{J}L8pOq ą 0. Let δ “ 1{}1{J}L8pOq. The cofactor formula for the inverse of matrices then
provides that
}A}L2pOq ď
››› 1
J
›››
L8pOq
}JA}L2pOq ď
C
δ
}∇ψ}n´2
HkpOq
}∇ψ}L2pOq . (148)
Therefore, by interpolation and Young’s inequality, using (15) with σ “ 1
8
we find that
}∇kA}L2pOq ď 1
δ
}J∇kA}L2pOq ď 1
δ
”
}∇kpJAq}L2pOq `
kÿ
j“1
˜
k
j
¸
}∇jJ∇k´jA}L2pOq
ı
ď C
δ
”
}∇ψ}n´1
HkpOq
` }J}HkpOq}A}Hk´ 18 pOq
ı
ď C
δ
”
}∇ψ}n´1
HkpOq
` }J}HkpOq}A}1´
1
8k
HkpOq
}A} 18k
L2pOq
ı
ď Cδ,δ1
`}∇ψ}HkpOq˘` δ1}A}HkpOq .
Combining the estimate above with (148), by choosing δ1 ą 0 sufficiently small we conclude (21b).
˝
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Proof of Corollary 2.11. We prove (22) by induction. Let J “ detp∇ψq and A “ p∇ψq´1. With the
help of (21), the case that ℓ “ 0 is concluded by
}f}2L2pΩq “
ż
O
|pf ˝ ψqpyq|2|Jpyq| dy ď Cp}∇ψ}HkpOqq}f ˝ ψ}2L2pOq (149)
and
}f ˝ ψ}2L2pOq “
ż
Ω
|fpxq|2 1pJ ˝ ψ´1qpxq dx ď
1
δ
}f}2L2pΩq , (150)
where δ “ 1{}1{J}L8pOq ą 0 is a lower bound for }J}L8pOq. Suppose that (22) holds for ℓ “ j pď kq.
Then for ℓ “ j ` 1, by (16) and (21) we obtain that
}∇j`1f}L2pΩq ď }∇f}HjpΩq ď Cp}∇ψ}HkpOqq}p∇fq ˝ ψ}HjpOq
ď Cp}∇ψ}HkpOqq
››AT∇pf ˝ ψq}HjpOq
(ď holds if j ď k) ď Cp}∇ψ}HkpOqq}A}HkpOq}Dpf ˝ ψq}HjpOq
ď Cp}∇ψ}HkpOqq}f ˝ ψ}Hj`1pOq
and
}∇j`1pf ˝ ψq}L2pOq “
››∇j“p∇fq ˝ ψDψ‰››
L2pOq
ď ››p∇fq ˝ ψDψ››
HjpOq
(ď holds if j ď k) ď C}∇ψ}HkpOq}p∇fq ˝ ψ}HjpOq
ď C}∇ψ}HkpOq}∇f}HjpΩq ď C}∇ψ}HkpOq}f}Hj`1pΩq ,
which, together with the (149) and (150), concludes the case that ℓ “ j ` 1. ˝
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